MEETING: JOINT POLICY ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON TRANSPORTATION
DATE: January 13, 2000
DAY: Thursday
TIME: 7:30 a.m.
PLACE: Metro Conference Room 370A & B

1. Call to Order and Declaration of a Quorum.


3. South Corridor Transit Improvement Program – Status Report – Ross Roberts

4. Regional Transportation Plan Update

* A. Recap of Resolution No. 99-2878B – INFORMATION – Andy Cotugno

* B. Resolution No. 00-2888 – FOR THE PURPOSE OF APPROVING SUPPLEMENTAL AMENDMENTS TO THE 1999 UPDATE OF THE REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION PLAN – APPROVAL REQUESTED – Andy Cotugno


6. ADJOURN

* Material enclosed.
# Available at meeting.
Legend

--- = bus route
------ = freeway
00 = bus number
----- = max
----- = street
P = public parking

= bus/max stop

--- = max

Enter Metro visitor parking from Irving Street (time limit 4 hours per visit). Enter Metro Regional Headquarters from the plaza.
DATE OF MEETING: December 9, 1999

GROUP/SUBJECT: Joint Policy Advisory Committee on Transportation (JPACT)

PERSONS ATTENDING: Members: Chair Jon Kvistad, David Bragdon, Ed Washington, Metro Council; Bill Kennemer, Clackamas County; Rob Drake, Cities in Washington County; Kay Van Sickel, Oregon Department of Transportation (ODOT); Karl Rohde, Cities in Clackamas County; Roy Rogers, Washington County; Fred Hansen, Tri-Met; Charlie Hales, City of Portland; Sharron Kelley, Multnomah County; Craig Priddemore, Clark County; Andy Ginsburg, Oregon Department of Environmental Quality (DEQ) (alternate); Mary Legry, Washington State Department of Transportation (WSDOT) (alternate); Susie Lahsene, Port of Portland (alternate); Jim Kight, Cities in Multnomah County; Royce Pollard, City of Vancouver.

Guests: Presiding Officer Rod Monroe, Bill Atherton, Metro Council; Rod Sandoz, John Rist, Clackamas County; Bob Stacey, Bernie Bottomly, Tri-Met; Mark Lear, City of Portland; Courtni Dresser, Washington Congressman Brian Baird’s Office; Glenn Schneider, WSDOT; Ron Bergman, Clark County; Dean Lookingbill, Southwest Washington RTC; Scott L. Rice, City of Cornelius; Karen Schilling, Multnomah County; Henry Hewitt, OTC Chair; Dave Williams and Kate Deane, ODOT; Kathy Lehtola, Washington County; Ted Spence, citizen and TPAC member; Lou Ogden, City of Tualatin; Paul Silver, City of Wilsonville; Martha Bennett, City of Milwaukie; Don Waggoner, Leopold and Stevens, Inc.; Betty Atteberry and Judy Edwards, Westside Economic Alliance; Beckie Lee, Multnomah County; Ross Williams, Citizens for Sensible Transportation; Chris Hagerbaumer, Oregon Environmental Council; Marc Zolton, City of Portland; Michael W. Schaufler, City of Happy Valley; Dick Feeney, Tri-Met.

STAFF: Andy Cotugno, Ted Leybold, Kim White; Mike Hoglund; Gina Whitehill-Baziuk; Richard Brandman, Rooney Barker.

MEDIA: Bill Stewart, The Oregonian; Tom Ryll, The Columbian.
SUMMARY:

The meeting was called to order and Chair Jon Kvistad declared a quorum.

MEETING REPORT:

The meeting report of November 18, 1999, was unanimously approved with one correction on page 4: Councilor Bragdon was in favor of Commissioner Jordan's proposed amendment to the congressional delegation letter, and did not support Mr. Feeney's statement to not change the draft letter.

REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION PLAN

Andy Cotugno reminded the committee that the public comment period on the Regional Transportation Plan (RTP) is still open until December 16th. The comments listed in Exhibit B as Part 1, JPACT Discussion Items and Part 2, JPACT Consent Items reflect all the comments received through Thursday, December 2, 1999.

Tom Kloster then gave his presentation on the RTP, focusing on what's in the plan, the policy focus on 2040 and on trade, system performance relative to 2040-based congestion standards, alternative standards for some centers and corridors and non-single occupant vehicles (SOVs). The presentation also spoke to performance in special areas and non-SOV targets. Mr. Cotugno continued the presentation from the funding aspect, citing the funding shortfall and revenue producing strategies that need to be addressed on the state, county and city levels. He explained the strategic system and the financially constrained system, concluding with the issues JPACT needed to address on resolution 99-2878.

Fred Hansen asked Mr. Cotugno for a comment on the strategic option regarding the 2040 Plan, whether this RTP is leaning more one way than the other. Mr. Cotugno replied that that is reflected in the RTP, that there is a substantial transit commitment.

Councilor Monroe said a tax on off-street parking wasn't mentioned in the presentation and asked if it had been considered in the draft RTP. Mr. Cotugno said there are about 700,000 off-street parking spaces in the region; Councilor Monroe then calculated those spaces times $100 a year, saying this could raise significant revenue.

Councilor Rohde said a Vehicle Miles Traveled (VMT) tax is not mentioned in the presentation, and it's a good revenue source. Mr. Cotugno explained that the scenarios presented in were not intended to be the revenue answer, that there are many sources that aren't reflected. Instead, the scenarios were limited to currently used funding sources and the VHT tax is not currently used. This presentation was not intended to be a funding commentary.

Chair Kvistad concurred that there are bigger issues in the RTP than finance; the bigger debate is about funding the transportation system in total. He reminded the committee that this is not the
instrument to do that, but that issue may have to be confronted soon. Mr. Cotugno added that the MPAC funding subcommittee chaired by Commissioner Jordan has been discussing funding 2040 in general and they have concluded that transportation funding is the biggest hurdle. They’ve developed an approach to define and list funding sources, and have about 40 now. He said a suggestion has been made to have MPAC and JPACT join forces on this. Chair Kvistad said this would be looked at after the first of the year.

Kay Van Sickel commented that our road system is deteriorating and she wanted to emphasize that sleeves will need to be rolled up to deal with this. She said she doesn’t think the legislature will come through with a lot of gas tax money. ODOT is dealing with the issue of keeping the highways maintained and they are already losing ground on this, due to the effects of inflation and improved fuel efficiency in reducing gas tax revenue per capita.

**Consent Items:**

Chair Kvistad asked if anyone wanted any Consent Items listed in Exhibit B, Part 2, of the Resolution moved to the Discussion Items list.

Commissioner Rogers requested Comment 92 (p. 21) regarding the Highway 26 Overcrossing and Comment 88 (p. 20) regarding the TV Highway Corridor Study be moved to the Discussion list.

Andy Ginsburg requested Comment 68 (p. 16) regarding local plan amendments, and Comment 69 (p. 16) regarding the MTIP section in Chapter 6 on air quality be moved to the Discussion list. He said they are similar to Comment 1 and Comment 2 (p. 1) on the Discussion list. He also requested Comment 64 (p. 15) regarding the 2040 forecast requirement for local TSPs in Chapter 6, and Comment 65 (p. 15) regarding clarifying local forecast option in Chapter 6.4.1 be moved to the Discussion list.

Clarification was requested on Comment 25 (p. 6) regarding minimum parking ratios, i.e., is it necessary for the RTP to state that the minimum needs be established or can the locals do it. Mr. Cotugno explained the Title 2 Policy is that local governments should not require any more than the minimum. He said this Comment is saying that they should not permit more than the maximum, but does not require more than this minimum. Comment 25 was not moved from the consent list.

The discussion on Comments 64 and 65 resulted in the question of whether or not there is a way to make them consistent. Mr. Cotugno said this decision is made every five years, that the RTP is based on a growth forecast and assumes added land, yet every five years more land is added. Staff made the assumption that there will be growth in these areas but there are questions as to when this expansion will take place. These assumptions are not intended to determine when the UGB is expanded; staff does not determine that. Staff projects transportation demands based on expected urban growth. These projections may be different from what actually happens or from
what the local governments may determine, and these differences will be reconciled in the next RTP. Neither Comment 64 nor Comment 65 was moved to the Discussion list.

Commissioner Kennemer requested Comment 51 (p. 11) regarding level of service, and Comment 52 (p. 12) regarding one-hour LOS modeling be moved to the Discussion Items list.

Action taken: There being no further Consent Items requested to move to the Discussion list, Commissioner Rogers moved, with a second by Fred Hansen, to approve the Consent Items list in Exhibit B. The Consent Items list was unanimously approved.

Consent Items Moved to the Discussion List:

On Discussion Item Comment 92 (p. 21) regarding the Highway 26 Overcrossing, Commissioner Rogers said this project is expensive, it’s not needed and the landowners don’t want it. He moved, with a second by Mayor Drake, to remove this project from the Discussion Item list.

In discussion, Andy Cotugno explained that this project would add secondary crossings over the highway to alleviate traffic at full interchanges. Mayor Drake concurred with Commissioner Rogers, saying the certainty of the project is questionable, that the area’s not set up to handle the potential traffic. He said the overpass would have minimum impact on the Sunset Highway at crossings at Murray and Cornell. He also agreed with Commissioner Rogers that it’s not worth the money.

Commissioner Rogers asked if it’s taken out, will the option to study it still be there. Mr. Cotugno replied that he believes taking it off will eventually foreclose future study.

Chair Kvistad commented that both the county and the city want it removed. Councilor Rohde said although he understood the argument for removing it and asked, of the potential projects throughout the RTP, why this one was different. Mayor Drake replied that if it’s kept in the plan, a lot of options for the business park at that location would be lost and more traffic that’s not needed would be coming onto Walker Road. He said Beaverton likes good, clean business and this would eliminate that for this business park. Councilor Rohde asked if there were alternatives. Commissioner Rogers replied that both the City of Beaverton and Washington County are studying the area, and Beaverton is adversely against this project. He said if something needs to be done in the future, they will study something else.

Action taken: The committee unanimously approved removing Comment 92 from the Discussion List.

Commissioner Rogers asked that the conclusions be removed on Comment 88 (p. 20) (reference the RTP document, p. 6-31, Tualatin Valley Highway) regarding the TV Highway Corridor Study and said he has proposed language in lieu of the bulleted text. Chair Kvistad said removal of the bulleted text would leave all of the Tualatin Valley Highway from Hillsboro to Beaverton.
as status quo, that the change wouldn't necessarily affect the RTP, but that didn't mean the
designation would not or could not be changed later. Mr. Cotugno said that a corridor study of
the TV Highway could conclude that instead of just widening the corridor, figure out how to use
it better.

Commissioner Rogers said the highway is fully developed between Hillsboro and Beaverton, and
the language in the RTP says looking at alternatives is precluded. That forces certain
configurations that may or may not be in their best interest. He's not opposed to reworking it,
but wants to know the time period and what some of the alternatives would be. Chair Kvistad
asked if Commissioner Rogers wanted to remove all of Comment 88 or to leave or change part
of it. Commissioner Rogers replied that if the language in the document allowed for flexibility,
people would be less concerned regarding preconclusions. As it is now, he said, the citizens
would like to remove it entirely.

Chair Kvistad said if it's left in, it can be worked on at the Transportation Committee or it can be
sent to the County for review. He recommended that it be left in. Mayor Drake agreed to that as
long as it was understood that it may be doctored in order for citizen groups to know they are
being listened to. He added that it also needs to be recognized that this area is going to become
more urbanized in the next 20 years.

Councilor Rohde wanted to know if passing the motion would bring it out of compliance, and
Chair Kvistad answered that it would leave the current designation in place. He clarified the
motion as leaving the TV Highway designated as it is for the time being, and refer the center
section back to the locals for review; the middle of it will be an amendment that will come later.
Mayor Drake said this would allow them more time to study it in the County.

Action taken: Commissioner Rogers moved with a second from Mayor Drake to retain the
current functional classification of TV Highway as it is in Comment 88. The motion passed
unanimously.

Action taken: Andy Ginsburg moved, with a second by Councilor Washington, to move
Comment 68 back to its listing as a Consent item. The motion passed unanimously.

In discussion relevant to Comment 51 (p. 11) regarding level of service (LOS), and Comment
52 (p. 12) regarding one-hour LOS modeling, Commissioner Kennemer commented that
Clackamas County is moving into its urban reserves with no infrastructure, and they're trying to
avoid a problem but are not sure of the mechanisms to do so. Mr. Cotugno said this RTP update
includes quite a few improvements regarding LOS and locals' needs have been acknowledged.
This RTP proposes the LOS standard. He also said that language has been included that allows
the locals to adopt a lower LOS, should they desire. Currently, many locals have higher LOS'
than are in the RTP. Mr. Hansen suggested staff work on this for JPACT to revisit at a later date.

Action taken: Commissioner Kennemer moved, with a second by Commissioner Hales, to move
forward as placeholders Comment 51 and Comment 52. The motion passed unanimously.
Discussion List:

Comment 1 regarding the “financially constrained” scenario being more central to the RTP update, and Comment 2 regarding the adoption of the RTP in a single action following the completion of the financially constrained system analyses (p. 1) of the Discussion list were discussed with Comment 69 regarding the MTIP section in Chapter 6 on air quality (moved to the Discussion List from p. 16 of the Consent List). Mr. Cotugno commented that Comment 69 is to add language recognizing that there are a variety of air quality neutral projects that should be able to be added to a fiscally constrained system more easily. He said this language has been in the RTP in the past. Mr. Ginsburg said he thought all that was needed was to amend Comment 69 to cite the applicable rules to make it less vague.

Action taken: Mr. Ginsburg moved, with a second by Councilor Washington, that Comment 69 be refined to cite the appropriate rules. The motion passed unanimously.

Regarding Comment 1 and Comment 2, Mr. Ginsburg expressed concern that it be feasible to develop the constrained system and get the RTP adopted by the May 2000 target date and still do justice to the air quality piece. He said that JPACT had approved the air quality resolution in October, contingent upon the numbers, and thought the process was a little backwards. Chair Kvistad added that the RTP adoption ordinance can’t go forward until the air quality piece is complete. He said the resolution puts the RTP on the table, and the ordinance can’t be adopted until the conformity issues are done. The process is geared toward May or June right now, possibly later.

Action taken: Mr. Ginsburg moved, regarding Comment 2, and with a second by Councilor Washington, that the final adoption ordinance include both the strategic system and the financially constrained system and that the air quality analysis be completed and put out for public comment prior to the Plan coming before JPACT and the Metro Council for adoption. The motion passed unanimously.

Mr. Ginsburg stated that there is probably nothing JPACT can do about Comment 1 regarding the RTP. He said the strategic system is what JPACT should be designing and moving toward, but he conceded that the financially constrained plan is what will probably be the final product. He said there are hard choices to be made. A lot of good projects will not be built within this RTP and making those choices and selecting the projects, choosing the ones that meet the air quality goals will be very hard choices. Once this is done, he said, it’s very important that the public gets to look at it.

Mr. Ginsburg said the language in the staff comments on Comment 1 and Comment 2 could be more positive. He would also like language in the RTP specifically stating where we are today regarding funding levels.
Action taken: Mr. Ginsburg moved, with a second by Councilor Bragdon, that in developing the second portion of the RTP adoption, the financially constrained system be fully developed to include the air quality analysis, that it receive appropriate public notice, and be adopted as part of the ordinance; and in that adoption make it clear that a financially constrained system is going to have to meet the air quality test, and because it's the most likely system to be funded that we will put adequate effort into defining a system that we can all live with that will both meet the mobility needs and the air quality test, and we will give priority to implementing that system.

After a short break, Mr. Ginsburg revised his motion, with agreement by Councilor Bragdon, to state that the financially constrained system will be completed quickly, providing full opportunity for public comment, and will reflect a realistic basis for funding of all identified projects. To this end, the system must be a key and central part of the RTP. The motion passed, with Mayor Drake and Kay Van Sickel voting no.

Action taken: Mr. Ginsburg then moved to accept Comment 1 and Comment 2, as amended, with a second by Councilor Bragdon. The motion passed unanimously.

Mayor Drake stated his concern that he hoped this body wasn’t settling in on mediocrity. He said he thinks it wise to continue to look over the horizon at what the region will look like in 20, 30, even 40 years. He said he knows what he doesn’t want, which is L.A.

Action taken: Commissioner Hales moved on Comment 3 and Comment 4., with a second by Mayor Drake, to accept the TPAC recommendation on Comment 3 (on p. 2) regarding the strategic system being scaled back to more closely reflect financial constraints, and continuing to address transportation finance needs upon completion of the RTP update. The motion passed unanimously.

Regarding Comment 5 (on p. 2) on growth-based fees, Chair Kvistad said Councilor Atherton’s suggestion (included in the December 2, 1999, Public Comment Report) includes a specific funding strategy, and this Comment is one of them. When asked to comment, Councilor Atherton asked if JPACT was planning to reduce uncertainty or to stay flexible. He said this puts the question a bit more directly. How one pays for things shapes the transportation system, and we need to take care of that ourselves.

Action taken: Councilor Rohde moved, with a second by Commissioner Hales, to accept TPAC’s recommendation on Comment 5. The motion passed unanimously.

On Comment 6 (p. 3) regarding operations and maintenance being funded before system expansion, Mr. Cotugno mentioned that an additional aspect of this is that the RTP doesn’t have the authority to tell the locals how to spend their gas or state-shared gas taxes. He said this could be adopted as a direction to pursue, and then do just that through the right channel.

Action taken: Commissioner Rogers moved, with a second by Mayor Drake, approve the TPAC recommendation on Comment 6. The motion passed unanimously.
On **Comment 7** (p. 3) regarding the meaning and status of no-SOV targets, Mr. Cotugno said a key issue is that the targets were set in the functional plan to get to the 2040 level, and that this is a 2020 plan, not a standard by which to be measured. A second issue is that the TPAC recommendation clarifies that this is a local and a regional action.

**Action taken:** Mr. Hansen moved, with a second by Mayor Drake, to approve the TPAC recommendation on **Comment 7**.

In discussion, Mr. Hansen commented that the City of Hillsboro comment seemed to state that this is principally a Tri-Met issue when, in fact, the TPAC recommendation is more correct in saying it's a full partnership. Mr. Ginsburg agreed with the targets but not the standard, saying it’s somewhat undefined. He asked if there could be added some clarity to how much progress we should make in 20 years. Mr. Cotugno replied that an evaluation that demonstrates what we want has been included.

Mr. Ginsburg then referred to the revision in the Table 1.2 introductory text which crossed off the 10 percent rule and said he would like to move a friendly amendment to add new language, “and achieve to the extent possible the 10 percent VMT/capita reduction requirement.” Mr. Hansen said that language would be redundant – Chair Kvistad said that accepting TPAC’s recommendation leaves the needed flexibility. Mr. Cotugno said the Transportation Planning Rule requires either 10 percent or a good faith step. There was no second to Mr. Ginsburg’s amendment to the motion.

Mr. Hansen’s original motion on **Comment 7** passed unanimously.

**Comment 8** (p. 3 and 4), regarding replacing the entire Chapter 1, section 1.3.7, “Implementing the transportation system.” Chair Kvistad said this comment will be dealt with at a later date by JPACT and that accepting the TPAC recommendation now meant these changes will not be made now.

**Action taken:** Councilor Rohde moved, with a second by Commissioner Kennemer, to accept the TPAC recommendation on **Comment 8**. The motion passed unanimously.

**Action taken on Comment 9.** The TPAC recommendation on **Comment 9** (p. 4) regarding a revision to Policy 3.0, Urban Form, was moved for acceptance by Councilor Rohde, with a second by Mayor Drake. The motion passed unanimously.

On **Comment 10** regarding improvements to the urban reserve areas being timed with urbanization, Mr. Cotugno said these comments addressed projects already in place vs new projects serving the urban reserve areas. He referred to Commissioner Jordan’s memo, distributed to the body, referring to the paragraph beginning “On page 3-50 …” which was accepted by MPAC the previous evening, but not the remainder of this memo. Commissioner
Kennemer agreed that that is what MPAC did and said he didn’t expect JPACT to address any part of this memo except the paragraph referred to above.

**Action taken:** Commissioner Kennemer moved, with a second by Mr. Hansen, as a friendly amendment to **Comment 10**, to accept the middle paragraph of this memo as it reads, in reference to p. 3-50 of the November 5, 1999, Adoption Draft in the paragraph on Findings: On page 3-50, under Damascus and Pleasant Valley Centers. Delete the sentence “Urban reserves in the Damascus and Pleasant Valley are expected to be added to the urban growth boundary incrementally, and will not be necessarily timed according to needed transportation improvements.” The motion to amend passed unanimously.

**Action taken:** The **Comment 10** TPAC recommendation, as amended, was moved by Mayor Drake and seconded by Councilor Rohde, for approval. The motion passed unanimously.

Regarding **Comment 11** (p. 5) on the connectivity revisions being enacted, Mr. Cotugno explained that this revision is based on what’s been heard from the locals. This amendment, he said, revises the Title 6 portion of the RTP. The 10-16 street requirement per mile is still included, but this amendment eases the future street map requirement for cities and counties. This would take affect immediately so the locals can follow the revision now. This amendment precludes the start of another ordinance process to change this procedure. Mr. Cotugno said it was important that the local jurisdictions are comfortable with this.

**Action taken:** Councilor Rohde moved, with a second by Commissioner Kennemer, to approve the TPAC recommendation on **Comment 11**. The motion passed unanimously.

Mr. Cotugno indicated that **Comments 12 through 15** (p. 5 and 6), as a package, all raise land use concerns from a transportation perspective which need reexamination from a land use perspective.

**Action taken:** Mr. Hansen moved, with a second by Major Drake, to approve the TPAC recommendations on **Comments 12, Comment 13 and Comment 15**.

Discussion then focused on Commissioner Kennemer’s handout, a photocopy of page 6-35 of the Adoption Draft of the RTP marked with two suggestions. Mr. Cotugno pointed out that the second suggestion regarding an urban reserve boundary does not apply to the RTP. Commissioner Kennemer agreed and withdrew his suggestion regarding that. Commissioner Kennemer then made a motion to incorporate into **Comment 13** as a friendly amendment his first written suggestion, which would make the 6.8.2 Damascus-Pleasant Valley TCSP Planning, second paragraph, last sentence read: “Transportation and land use scenarios will be developed to reflect a variety of land-use alternatives for the area, and will be analyzed with the regional transportation model.” Mr. Hansen seconded the motion. The motion to amend **Comment 13** was passed unanimously.
Action taken: Mr. Hansen's motion to approve the TPAC recommendations on Comment 12, Comment 13 (as amended) and Comment 15 passed unanimously.

Action taken: Commissioner Kennemer moved, with a second from Councilor Rohde, to approve TPAC's recommendation on Comment 14 (p. 6) regarding adding bulleted text to Section 6.8.7 dealing with needed land use and transportation evaluation of the 2040 Growth Concept. Commissioner Kennemer, in discussion, said the last sentence in the recommendation doesn't work for Clackamas County and wanted to delete it. This is the sentence that begins, “These reserves should be reviewed...” He asked for a friendly amendment to his motion, with agreement from Councilor Rohde, to delete that sentence. Councilor Washington asked that, included in the friendly amendment, the word “be” be added to the middle of the first sentence between the words “may” and “appropriate” so that phrase reads “may be appropriate.” Commissioner Kennemer and Councilor Rohde agreed. The motion, as amended, passed unanimously.

Mr. Cotugno then proposed that the committee take action on the RTP as a whole, including the additional comments, which they will review and ratify next month. Mayor Drake asked that the letter regarding TMAs be included; he was assured by Mr. Kloster that this letter is in the record.

Action taken: Mayor Drake moved, with a second from Commissioner Kennemer to approve the RTP, including the additional comments, with placeholders reserved per the earlier discussion and with the understanding that there are still items to come before the committee, and that they will be addressed/changed/ratified in January.

In discussion, Mr. Hansen expressed concern that after Metro Council adoption in January some of the important discussions won't happen. Chair Kvistad told him to keep in mind that this is only the first of the two-part process, that the next six months will have debates and discussions. The vote today, he said, will move this forward.

Commissioner Rogers expressed concern about the funding aspects and said he was still not convinced that the committee has reached a resolution. He said that in the quest to finish their approval today, they had not dealt with that issue. He added that Mr. Ginsburg's comments as well as Councilor Atherton's had not all been addressed. Chair Kvistad said that will be discussed probably in January, as soon as the body meets next, and he will be coordinating that soon.

Mr. Hansen added, in response to Commissioner Rogers, that the RTP is a vision, it's where we want to go. He agreed that the financing issue needs to be revisited but the vision needs to be there before the funding can be discussed.

Mayor Ogden interjected a comment that he was concerned about accepting everything in the RTP because it's difficult to undo. He asked why it can't wait a month. Chair Kvistad replied that the basic body of the document is ready to go forward, that the Metro Council is working on the land-use issues while TPAC and then JPACT are working on the transportation issues. As
it’s been amended today, he said, it can move forward. Now the financing and compliance issues can be worked on. This is a changing document, he reminded Mayor Ogden, that can always be amended.

The motion to approve the RTP, include the additional comments, and with placeholder reserved, passed unanimously.

**ODOT $600 MILLION BOND PROGRAM**

Kay Van Sickel introduced Henry Hewitt, Chair of the Oregon Transportation Commission (OTC).

Mr. Hewitt thanked the region representatives for their time and effort put into this project. He gave a brief background of the genesis of the Region One Bonding List, and urged cooperation and collaboration. Ms. Van Sickel then asked Kate Deane to update for the committee the project costs as shown on the distributed list.

Ms. Deane indicated some changes that had been made since the list was printed. **Project #1, US 26: 217-Murray** – ODOT recommends that project be moved to the 2002-05 STIP. The project was not included in the $189.00 million total shown on the list. Another change was **Project #7, US 30: Swedetown – Lost Creek (Columbia County)** – It’s not in this region, she said, but in Columbia County and has gone up in cost.

**Project #10, Sandy Blvd. (12th – 57th)** – Was on the 150 percent list at $17 million; ODOT suggested adding $10 million. They have requested the City of Portland contribute local capital funds or additional road transfers; Ms. Deane said this will be worked out. **Project #13, I-5: Greeley Ave. to I-84/Lloyd District Access EIS** – Was reduced from $5 million to $3 million.

**Project #14, Barbur Blvd. (Alice St. to Capital Hill Rd.)** – Was originally a much higher figure; ODOT suggested this project also have an additional contribution from the City of Portland. **Project #16, 242nd Avenue Connector** – ODOT recommends funding the PE so when funds are here, the project is ready to go; likewise Project #17 I-5: Delta Park to Lombard. **Project #18, I-5/Kruse Way/217** - Phase II – Phase I is being done now; the work should be completed in April 2000. The main movement in Phase 2 is southbound 217 and southbound I-205. **Project #21, Pacific Avenue and 12th (Hood River)** – ODOT is recommending this project be funded on the STIP at $500,000.

Councilor Rohde asked about the legislature’s intent regarding this list, and then said that some of these projects relate to agreements that have been in effect since before he was born and asked if someone could explain them.

Regarding his legislature’s intent, Mr. Hewitt responded that initially the legislature was not going to give ODOT one nickel. ODOT put the list together and presented it as a beginning point for public discussion. Their initial thought was that there would be no wholesale changes
because it evolved from many meetings and comments from throughout the state. The legislature wouldn’t fund needs without knowing where they were going to go. Mr. Hewitt said the Governor is 100 percent behind this list, and Mr. Hewitt thinks he’s satisfied this will address preservation and maintenance needs at the state level.

Regarding the history of the projects, he said the process has been that, knowing they can’t all be dealt with at once, they’re worked through in an orderly way. That doesn’t mean those were necessarily done with the right thinking or in the right order, but this group had addressed them as significant transportation needs throughout the region. The reality is that there are commitments in the Hwy. 26 corridor that need to be dealt with.

Chair Kvistad interjected that this goes back to the Hwy. 26 light-rail alignment, which was delayed in order to facilitate westside light rail. Once this body makes a deal, he said, it follows through with it if possible. That’s how projects are prioritized. After Hwy. 217 was done, the next Number One priority of the region is set. Our institutional memory as a body is to stick the course once a commitment has been made, no matter how painful, even with changes in membership. When a jurisdiction says they’re willing to be a partner, that’s another strength of this body.

Commissioner Rogers asked, regarding ODOT requesting this body to come up with a 100 percent list, if that didn’t happen, and if a 150 percent list were submitted, would they come down to the proposed 100 percent list anyway. Mr. Hewitt said his understanding is that ODOT has to agree with what we want, and we have to agree with what they want. He wasn’t certain what would occur if there was no agreement since he’d never experienced that. Commissioner Rogers wanted definition of what would happen if JPACT couldn’t agree on a 100 percent list.

Mr. Hewitt said the OTC would like to see a 100 percent list, that this isn’t a hypothetical exercise.

A discussion followed as to what stages of development and/or completion some of the projects were and where some of the funding was coming from. It was mentioned that this is “the” list for the region, and to keep in mind that these dollars are not available yet. It’s up to the voters. What’s put forward on this list are the projects that have made it through the process.

Action taken: Councilor Washington moved, with a second by Commissioner Rogers, to approve the Region 1 Bonding List.

In discussion, Commissioner Rogers mentioned Project #18, I-5/Kruse Way/217 – Phase II, saying it’s critical to his area. He said he thought this would force gridlock if it were all done (Phases 1 and 2) at same time. Ms. Deane said ODOT is already on the street with Phase 1. Ms. Van Sickle said Phase 2 would cause major changes to Phase 1, but that Phase 1 should have a life of 8 years before the area will need Phase 2. She told Commissioner Rogers that if it’s not going to be funded, the reason will need to be succinctly stated.
Ms. Deane said a concern is that Phase 1 is a short-term improvement to traffic movement. Phase 2 is another level of improvement to that same movement by separating that traffic. Phase 2 buys another eight years. Phase 1 is starting right now and will be good for eight years before Phase 2 is needed. Mr. Hewitt interjected that this project deals with two major bottlenecks.

Mr. Hansen asked for clarification. If Phase 2 doesn’t take place, do you spend money you’d waste which would have been spent differently if you hadn’t done Phase 1. He said it wasn’t practical.

Ms. Van Sickle said that Phase 1 was designed in a way so there’s no need for great changes when it goes into Phase 2. Commissioner Rogers asked if both phases could be completed within six years. Ms. Van Sickled replied that no, Phase 2 is not ready.

Chair Kvistad asked the body if they wanted to propose an amendment to this list, one which doesn’t reallocation the money but says that, as a region, Project #18, Phase 1, be the priority following the 100 percent list. Commissioner Kennemer said if it’s done for that project, it will need to be done for all. He said this is a handpicked list, legislatively, and if we don’t want to keep with that, we’ll face the consequences. ODOT has made their best recommendation to the legislature with this list and JPACT was told by that legislature to play with this menu. It’s time to get down and make the hard decisions. Clackamas County is here to say we’re here to help, but you have eight years to do this project. Clackamas County has phases that are important, too. It’s time to say let’s say where we are, and then realize it’s not where we want to be. We’d all have a hard time prioritizing this list.

Mr. Hewitt said he wanted to clarify the role of the legislature in this in that they made no changes on this list. This is the list this group has historically talked about. At the end of the day, all the legislature wanted to know is, what is the list? Mr. Hewitt said he doesn’t think JPACT should turn this question over to them, but it should recommend to them what to do with the money. He suggested that JPACT could give their priorities to the legislature.

Mayor Pollard said he supported the 100 percent list. He wasn’t necessarily happy with it, but he understands the realities of life and thanks all for recognizing the problem of I-5 being the most congested freeway in the metropolitan area, saying the I-5 Trade Corridor Study has recognized this. The issue, he said, is not necessarily to move SOVs, but to get them out of the way so the concentration can be on trade and commerce. This is an historic decision on our part for his constituents, involving not only bi-state relations but decisions at the state and federal level as well. Opening this up for trade and commerce, and getting back to the light rail discussion again, is what he’s looking for.

Councilor Kight said Project #16, 242nd Ave. Connector represents about 14 percent of the listed projects, and the ODOT list represents about 7 percent of the entire budget for the transportation projects. He said voter support for this bond measure needs to be maximized in order for it to pass.
Action taken: Council Kight then moved in a friendly amendment to the original motion to request adding $10 million to Project 16, 242nd Ave. Connector. There was no second to the motion.

Commissioner Kelley told Councilor Kight that she wanted Multnomah County to have funding at a higher level, also.

Commissioner Rogers then moved, with a second by Mayor Pollard, a friendly amendment to the original motion, regarding Project #16, 242nd Avenue Connector, Project #17, I-5: Delta Park to Lombard, and Project #18, I-5/Kruse Way/I-217 – Phase II, that the following language be incorporated into the transmittal when forwarding the approved list to ODOT: To accept the 100 percent list as presented with the addition of a direction to voters of the state and the state delegations that these three projects are of regional significance and are the priority of JPACT, and therefore of any additional dollars that come forward that these three projects be prioritized as the region’s priority to be funded. Commissioner Rogers said his intent in this motion was that the body have something to take back to their communities.

Councilor Washington moved, with a second by Commissioner Rogers, to amend the language of the friendly amendment as follows: To accept the 100 percent list as presented with the addition of a direction to the state and the state delegations that these three projects are critical regional priorities and that federal, state and local funding strategies should be pursued.

The amendment to the original motion passed unanimously.

Councilor Monroe said, regarding Project #17, I-5: Delta Park to Lombard, that even though it’s only a $2 million project, it’s a major step to recognize that this is a serious transportation problem. He said he’d like to see more funding for it, but what’s there is a step in the right direction and is an important gesture to our friends north of the Columbia River.

Calling for the question on the original motion, as amended, to accept the Region 1 Bond List, the motion was approved unanimously.

The South Corridor Transit Improvement Program status report was postponed to a later date. There being no further business, the meeting was adjourned.

Respectfully submitted,

Rooney Barker
Recording Secretary
Alternatives Analysis

• Scoping Process  (Jan - Feb 2000)
  – Draft Wide Range of Alternatives
  – Evaluation Criteria
  – Community Input
  – FTA Scoping Process

• Evaluation  (March - June 2000)
  – Using Evaluation Criteria
  – Policy Group selects DEIS Alternatives

• DEIS (June 2000 - June 2001)

Clackamas
County
Milwaukie
Portland
Oregon City
Metro
Tri-Met
ODOT
South Corridor Structure

- Metro Council
- JPACT
- Policy Group
  - Elected officials from Cities of Portland, Oregon City and Milwaukie, Clackamas County, Tri-Met, Metro, and ODOT

- Project Committee
  - Senior staff from Portland, Oregon City and Milwaukie, Clackamas County, Tri-Met, Metro, and ODOT

- Technical Group
  - Staff from Metro, Tri-Met, ODOT, Portland, Milwaukie, Clackamas County, Oregon City

Clackamas County

Milwaukie

Portland

Oregon City

Metro

Tri-Met

ODOT
Previous Studies

- ODOT McLoughlin Corridor EIS
  - HOV lanes
- South/North Pre-AA
  - Commuter Rail
  - River Transit
  - Busway
  - Transportation System Management (TSM)
Previous Studies

- Traffic Relief Options Study (1998-99)
  - Peak Period Pricing - various

  - Service Expansion and Shelter Upgrades
  - Developed Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) Concept
New Alternatives

- Intelligent Transportation Systems
- Rail connection to Lake Oswego via existing bridge
- Alternatives from Public Scoping
Wide Range of Alternatives

- No-Build
  - Committed Projects
  - Includes new Milwaukie Transit Center
  - Funded in FY 00-01, bus capital projects
Wide Range of Alternatives

- Busway
  - Exclusive right-of-way
  - Operations improved by grade separation
  - Most capital-intensive bus alternative
  - Termini - Milwaukie or Clackamas

Clackamas County
Milwaukie
Portland
Oregon City
Metro
Tri-Met
ODOT
Wide Range of Alternatives

- Possible Busway Alternative
Wide Range of Alternatives

- Bus Rapid Transit
  - Less Capital-intensive than Busway
  - Strategic Operational Improvements
  - High level of Amenities
  - High level of FTA Support
Wide Range of Alternatives

Possible BRT Alternatives
Wide Range of Alternatives

High Occupancy Vehicle Lanes
  - Several Possible Configurations
    • Reversible lane
    • Shoulder lane
  - Several Possible Termini
    • To Milwaukie and Oregon City via McLoughlin
    • To Clackamas via Hwy 224
Wide Range of Alternatives

- Possible HOV Lane Alternatives
Wide Range of Alternatives

- Peak Period Pricing
  - High Occupancy Toll “HOT” Lanes
Wide Range of Alternatives

- Possible Peak Period Pricing
Wide Range of Alternatives

- Commuter Rail
  - Utilize Existing Track
  - Look at Lake Oswego Connection
  - Potential connection to Wilsonville - Beaverton Commuter Rail
  - Diesel Multiple Units (DMU)
    - flexible operations
    - lower impact
Wide Range of Alternatives

- Possible Commuter Rail Alternatives
Wide Range of Alternatives

- River Transit
  - Variety of applications
  - Oregon City to Downtown Portland
  - Most successful in extremely congested areas
  - Dock siting, park and ride and bus connection issues
Wide Range of Alternatives

- Possible River Transit Alternative
Wide Range of Alternatives

- Intelligent Transportation Systems and TSM
  - Focus on technology
  - Operational improvements
  - Real-time information
  - Improve reliability of traffic and transit
  - Build on Tri-Met’s investment in technology
Next Steps

- Working Groups meet Jan. 19th
- Public Workshops in February
- Hire consultants in February
- Policy Group Decision to Narrow Alternatives in June
Summary of Council Changes

Introduction

- On page vii, amend language to replace motorists with people.

Chapter 1 – Transportation Policy

- Make the following revision to Policy 3.0, Urban Form on page 1-12:
  
  d. Objective: Support mixed use development to reduce travel demand. Locate housing, jobs, schools, parks and other destinations within walking distance of each other whenever possible.

- Revise the introductory text in Table 1.2 as follows:
  
  "...needed to achieve comply with Oregon Transportation Planning Rule 40 percent VMT/capita reduction requirement objectives to reduce reliance on single-occupancy vehicles. The targets reflect conditions appropriate for the year 2040.

- Add the following language to Chapter 1:

  Policy 14.0. Regional Public Transportation System
  Provide an appropriate level, quality and range of public transportation options to serve this region and support implementation of the 2040 Growth Concept, consistent with Figures 1.15 and 1.16.

  • Objective: Provide special transit service that is accessible to the mobility impaired and provide as needed, such as para-transit to the portions of the region without adequate fixed-route service to comply, that complies with the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990.

  Policy 14.3. Regional Public Transportation System
  Provide transit service that is fast, reliable and has competitive travel times compared to the automobile.

  a. Objective: Transit travel time (in-vehicle) for trips on light rail transit and rapid bus routes during the peak hours of service should be no slower than 150% of the auto travel time during the off-
peak hours. Exceeding this threshold would result in considering preferential treatment to road system for transit and express operation.

b. Objective: Total transit travel time (in-vehicle + non-weighted wait time) for trips on regional bus routes should no slower than 200% of the total auto travel time.”

- Policy language will be added to the end of the public transportation section on page 1-41 of Chapter 1 to read as follows:

“Transit Service for Special Needs Populations

Public transportation service often provides the only available transportation service to many people in the region, including: students, the elderly, the economically disadvantaged, the mobility impaired and others with special needs. It is important that the public transportation service providers consider the special needs of those people who rely on the providers as their primary transportation option for access to jobs, job training and services.”

- Revise Policy 18.0, Objective b, fourth bullet, to add the following text:

  “Multi-modal traveler information services (such as broadcast radio and television; highway advisory radio; variable message signs; on-line reports and transit service reports; real-time transit arrival and departure monitors; and on-board navigation aids.”

- Revise Policy 19.0, to add new objective h, “Promote end-of-trip facilities that support alternative transportation modes, such as showers and lockers at employment centers.”

- Beginning on page 1-5, replace the word ridesharing with the words carpooling and vanpooling throughout the text. Ridesharing is an antiquated early 1990s term that was used to generally describe all TDM strategies.

- Page 1-53, second paragraph. Amend the following sentence: Most TDM strategies are designed to influence travel choices by providing a reason to choose a means of travel other than driving alone alternatives to driving alone.

- Policy 19.0 b. Objective. Amend the objective to read …in 2040 Growth Concept land use components, including central city, regional centers...

- Policy 19.0 e. Objective. Amend to read: programs and services that encourage employees to use non-SOV modes or change commuting patterns, such as....

- Add freight designation descriptions to Chapter 1, page 1-45

- Page 1-56 second and third paragraph text; dilute emphasis on commute/peak hour; add...works cooperatively with employers, community based groups and other organizations to provide alternatives to driving alone during rush hour. Next paragraph: replace commuters with people.
• Retain the current classification of “Principal Arterial” on TV Highway until further discussion of this issue takes place at TPAC and JPACT. Make recommendations prior to adoption of the RTP by ordinance.

• Add “potential light rail or rapid bus” designation to TV Highway from Hillsboro regional center terminus to Forest Grove town center.

• Add the following sentences (from page 21 of Creating Livable Streets: Street Design Guidelines) as the last sentence of paragraph 2 on page 1-46 of the RTP: Regional streets provide the primary network for bicycle travel in the region, and require features that support bicycle traffic. Bicycle lanes are the preferred bikeway design choice for the throughway (highway), boulevard, street and road design classification concepts.

• Amend the following sentence on page 1-54, third paragraph, “minimizing connection of local streets to regionally significant arterial streets consistent with regional street design policies and...”

• Amend page 1-56, Policy 19.2, Objective c and b. to remove the phrase “using the criteria used in Working Paper 9 of the Traffic Relief Options study” from objective c. and add the phrase to the end of the first sentence of Objective b.

• Amend page 1-57, Parking Management, last sentence to read, “The reduction in demand for parking will allow the region to...efficiently, reduce impervious surfaces, and...”

• Retain the principal arterial designation for Canyon Road/TV Highway from Highway 217 to Hillsboro until further analysis can be completed as part of the corridor study.

• Designate 182nd/Division and 182nd/Powell as Boulevard Intersections on the Regional Street Design map.

• Revise text that references Figures 1.13, 1.14 and 1.15 to refer to circles, instead of squares

• Revise the RTP System maps and Chapter 5 map boundaries for the Beaverton regional center and Murray/Scholls town center to reflect recent adoption of new boundaries in Beaverton land use codes.

Chapter 2 – 2020 Land Use, Growth and Travel Demand

• Clarify that in Table 2.1, page 2-2, the term “intra-Metro UGB” refers to the Multnomah, Washington and Clackamas counties within the urban growth boundary, with the following amendment:

  “Within Metro urban growth boundary, (excludes Clark County, WA. and areas of Clackamas, Multnomah and Washington counties outside of the Metro urban growth boundary)” as requested.

• Revise Table 2.2 to reflect updated population and employment numbers for Clark County. Currently the table shows the population and employment forecast for Clark County and rural reserves as being the same in 1994 and 2020, as follows:
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Combined RTP Subarea</th>
<th>Population</th>
<th></th>
<th>Employment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1994</td>
<td>2020</td>
<td>Increase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rural reserves</td>
<td>123,868</td>
<td>196,806</td>
<td>72,938 (+59%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clark County, WA.</td>
<td>282,437</td>
<td>480,387</td>
<td>197,950 (+70%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Amend page 2-7, Section 2.3.1, first sentence to add “...the focus of employment growth.”
- Amend page 2-13, Section 2.5.1, fourth sentence to add “...expected to increase faster...”

### Chapters 3 – Growth and the Preferred System
*(specific project edits will also be made to corresponding projects in Chapter 5)*

- Revise transportation analysis findings on page 3-50 should also be amended, as follows:

  "... No specific bicycle or pedestrian improvements were identified. Urban reserves in the Damascus and Pleasant Valley are expected to be added to the urban growth boundary incrementally, and will not necessarily be timed according to needed transportation improvements. Master street planning is needed to ensure that critical arterial...."

- Include a map showing the locations of existing and planned TMAs in Chapter 3 of the RTP, and their relationship to the non-SOV targets.
- Amend page 3-8, last sentence of Section 3.2 to add “...requirements is described in Chapter 6...”
- Expand discussion of Highway 224 on page 3-53 to include the following additional bullet:

  "Limiting the impact of through traffic on adjacent residential areas."

- Expand discussion of Highway 99E on page 3-54 to include the following additional bullet:

  "Supporting the redevelopment of the Milwaukie town center."

- Amend page 3-61, findings, second sentence to read “...remained relatively uncongested...”
- Amend page 3-65, first bullet under Murray Boulevard discussion to change reference from Farmington town center to Murray Scholls town center.
- Amend RTP project list to reflect Hollywood and Lents Town Centers and Gateway regional center to reflect TGM study recommendations for these centers.
- Delete the Farmington Road widening project (#3224) from RTP Project List.
✧ Revise name of project #2093 to be “Marine Drive Safety Corridor Plan.”

✧ Add RTP project to widen 170th Avenue (#3084) to map in Figure 5.16 on page 5-69.

✧ Amend RTP Project list and Figure 5.15 to move #6012 to the 2006-2010 time period.

✧ Move Stark Street Improvements (#2102) to 2000-2005 timeframe as priority for funding over Burnside Road boulevard improvements.

✧ Move timing of Civic Neighborhood light rail station project (#2027) up to 2000-2005.

✧ Add project of improving Sandy Boulevard (122nd to 238th) to 3-5 lane urban road in the 2011-2020 time frame, as originally proposed in the 1998 CAC Idea Kit.

✧ Show the 172nd Avenue extension (#7005) as a dashed line on the map as the project alignment is not determined. (Multnomah County, 10/27/99)

✧ Change the scope of the Division Street bikeway project (#2056) of 182nd to Wallula to 174th to Wallula.

✧ Change the timeframe of the Division Street Frequent bus (#2025) to 2000-2005 rather than 2006-2010.

✧ Add Halsey Street bike lane 162nd to 181st Avenues project to the Strategic List (2000-2005).

✧ Revise description for Project #4006 to read:

   “Construct a full direction access full diamond interchange at I-5 and Columbia Boulevard based on recommendations from the I-5 North Trade Corridor Study.”

✧ Move Foster-Powell I-205 Ramp Study (#1164) to the 2000-05 strategic time frame to ensure this study occurs prior to construction of Powell Boulevard improvements (#2028) which is in the 2006-2010 time period.

Chapter 4 – 2020 Revenue Forecast

✧ Amend sentence on page 4-10 to read, “If HB 2082 is implemented... is expected to be available in the year 2000...”

✧ Amend the Peak Period Pricing bullet on page 4-15, to read “…can reduce the need for new roadways while providing some revenues for needed highway expansion. In addition, peak period pricing can manage congestion on new highway lanes, thereby extending their life and reducing the need for future expansions.” This is a financing section, so the finance aspect should be emphasized. In addition, because this policy refers to the pricing of new lanes only, the demand management aspect should be clarified in a separate sentence.

✧ Amend page. 4-15, Peak period pricing bullet, second paragraph to copy the first three sentences to the last paragraph on peak period pricing on page 1-57 and delete the specific dollar amount.
references. In addition, revise the second sentence to read, “The Traffic Relief Options study, under undertaken with guidance from a citizen task force and completed by Metro...” (TRO TAC, 12/1/99)

Chapter 5 – Growth and the Strategic System

- Clearly distinguish between the Existing Resources System and Financially Constrained System throughout the document.

- Change references to the Strategic System to refer to the Existing Resources System in the titles of Table 5.2, 5.3 and 5.4.

- Add the following language to Chapter 5.3.1; Alternative Mode Performance:

  "Of the new transit service provided to the region on an average weekday, the forecast is that: 31 percent would provide new coverage, 36 percent would expand the length of and increase the frequency of peak-hour service on existing routes, 23 percent would provide more frequent service during the off-peak hours on existing routes and 10 percent would provide longer service days on existing routes."

- Amend page 5-4, first sentence to delete first “also.”

- Amend page 5-4, last sentence to read “Freeways in the existing...vehicle hours of delay as...”

- Amend page 5-11, future studies bullet, second sentence to read “Corridor refinement plans to developed...”

- Add Sunnybrook Road interchange to Urban Clackamas County project map in Chapter 5.

- Revise RTP project label on Sunnyside Road in Clackamas regional center inset map in Chapter 5 from #5022 to #7022 to reflect actual project number.

- Amend page 5-22, fifth sentence to delete the word “than.”

- Amend page 5-22, last sentence to read “…has 77 more hours of delay...”

- Revise wording on p. 5-49 to read:

  “... urban reserve planning that will be led by Metro and local government partners.”

- Revise Section 5.4 to reflect updated revenue figures (see Attachment A)

- Include graphics in Section 5.4 demonstrating:
  - the amount of revenue from each revenue source that is assigned to each cost strategy
  - the cost of improving roads/highways if maintenance is deferred over time

- Clarify in Section 5.4 that the road maintenance fee could be implemented within each jurisdiction by ordinance of the governing body.
• Provide financial capital cost information in an annualized form in Section 5.4 to provide comparison with operation and maintenance costs.

• Include information in Section 5.4 about the effects of adding new capital projects to the costs of operations and maintenance of the Strategic System.

• Revise project maps in Chapter 5, as appropriate, to show "proposed" alignments as dashed lines.

• Improve delineation of UGB and urban reserves on Chapter 5 project maps.

Chapter 6 - Implementation

• Add a new section “Section 6.1.3 - Demonstration of Air Quality Conformity.” This new section would replace the recommended change to Section 6.5.1, and include results of the upcoming air quality conformity analysis, based on the financially constrained system and other regionally significant projects. In addition, this section will outline the process by which projects determined to be exempt from air quality conformity analysis can be added or subtracted without affecting a previous finding of conformity with federal air quality laws. The financially constrained network also forms the basis for the MTIP, so projects that are exempt from air quality could be substituted into the MTIP, given that financial balance is retained. The findings in this new sections would be prepared for inclusion in the RTP ordinance.

• Specifically address how the Oregon Highway Plan provisions for special transportation areas, commercial centers and urban business areas relate to the RTP with these revisions to page 6-7:

6.2.3 Special Designations in the Oregon Highway Plan

The Oregon Highway Plan (OHP) establishes three special district designations for certain areas along state-owned facilities. The purpose of the designations is to respond to unique community access and circulation needs, while maintaining statewide travel function. Though these special districts are generally identified jointly between ODOT and local jurisdictions, the RTP establishes a policy framework that supports these OHP designations through the 2040 Growth Concept and corresponding regional street design classifications contained in Section 1.3.5. The following is a summary of how RTP street design designations correspond to the OHP special district classifications:

Special Transportation Area (STA): this designation is intended to provide access to community activities, businesses and residences along state facilities in a downtown, business district or community center. In these areas, the OHP acknowledges that local access issues outweigh highway mobility, except on certain freight routes, where mobility needs are more balanced with local access.

The RTP addresses this OHP designation through the boulevard design classifications, which correspond to the 2040 central city, regional center, town center and main street land use components. In the Metro region, these land use components are eligible to be designated STAs, as defined in the OHP. Further, the application of the boulevard design classifications also factors in major freight corridors, and this design classification is generally not applied to such routes.
Commercial Center: this designation applies to relatively large (400,000 square feet) commercial centers located along state facilities. In these areas, the OHP allows for consolidate access roads or driveways that serve these areas, but such access is subject to meeting OHP mobility standards on the state highway serving the center.

The RTP supports this OHP designation with the throughway design classifications, which include freeway and highway design types. The throughway designs are mobility-oriented, and generally apply to routes that form major motor vehicle connections between the central city, regional centers and intermodal facilities. The throughway design classifications support the concept of limiting future access on a number of state facilities in the region that are designated as principal routes in the RTP.

Urban Business Area (UBA): this designation recognizes existing commercial strips or centers along state facilities with the objective of balancing access need with the need to move through-traffic.

In the Metro region, these areas are generally designated as mixed-use corridors in the 2040 Growth Concept, and a corresponding regional or community street design classification in the RTP which calls for a balance between motor vehicle mobility and local access. These designs are multi-modal in nature, and include transit, bicycle and pedestrian design features, consistent with the OHP designation.

- Page 6-13, first paragraph. Amend last sentence: Regional Street Design considerations in this title Title 6, transportation demand management strategies, and transit's role in serving the area.

- Revise Section 6.4.1 as follows:

  "...2020 population and employment forecast contained in Section 2.1 and 2.3, or alternative forecast as provided for in Section 6.4.8 of this chapter, but only for the purpose of TSP development an analysis."

- Revise the final paragraph in Section 6.4.1 as follows:

  "...is amended to increase or decrease. The provisions in this section are for the purpose of TSP development and analysis, and do not necessarily apply to other planning activities."

- Amend 6.4.3 regarding Metro review of local plan amendments as follows:

  "...the jurisdiction shall forward the proposed amendments or plans and accompanying staff report to Metro prior to public hearings on the amendment..."

- Amend Section 6.4.4 as follows:

  ....to add significant single occupancy vehicle (SOV) capacity to the regional motor vehicle system multi-modal arterials and/or highways. For the purpose of this section, significant SOV capacity is defined as any increase in general vehicle capacity designed to serve 700 or more additional vehicle trips in one direction in one hour over a length of more than one mile.
In section 6.4.5, “support expected speed limits” should be replaced with “support posted speed limits” to be consistent with text on Street Design in the RTP.

Clarify language on what is required for pedestrian crossings at transit stops. However, providing marked crossings at major transit stops is an implementation requirement of Metro street design policies in Chapter 1 of the RTP. The transit stop section should read:

6.4.10 Transit Stop Locations

1. (add) Local jurisdictions may adopt regulations beyond the minimum requirements of the State transportation planning rule: section 660-012-0045 or this regional transportation plan to implement their transportation system plans.

- Provide marked for direct and logical pedestrian crossings at transit stops and marked crossings at major transit stops.

- The non-SOV targets should be clarified with the following revisions to Section 6.4.6:

2. Cities and counties, working with Tri-Met and other regional agencies, shall identify actions in local TSPs that will result in progress toward the mode split non-SOV targets. These actions should initially be based on RTP modeling assumptions, analysis and conclusions, and include consideration of the maximum parking rations, adopted as part of Title 2, section 3.07.220, regional street design considerations in Section 6.7.3 this title and transit’s role in serving the area. Local benchmarks for evaluating progress toward modal targets may be based upon future RTP updates and analysis, if local jurisdictions are unable to generate this information as part of TSP development.

Revise Section 6.4.10 - Transit Service Planning to include the following text:

6. Consider....designated lanes and traffic controls

Public transit providers shall consider the needs and unique circumstances of special needs populations when planning for service. These populations include but are not limited to: students, the elderly, the economically disadvantaged, the mobility impaired and others with special needs. Consideration shall be given to:

- adequate transit facilities to provide service,

- hours of operation to provide transit service corresponding to hours of operation of institutions, employers, and service providers to these communities,

- adequate levels of transit service to these populations relative to the rest of the community and their special needs.”
Add a new subsection to Chapter 6 should be added, as follows:

6.5.4 Improvements in Urban Reserves

During the MTIP process, improvements that add capacity or urban design elements to rural facilities in urban reserves should be:

- be coordinated with expansion of the urban growth boundary
- not encourage development outside the urban growth boundary
- not disrupt the economic viability of nearby rural reserves
- be consistent with planned urban development or other transportation facilities

Revise first sentence of first completed paragraph on page 6-8, and move below the Chapter 6 bullets on the same page, as follows:

"For the purpose of local planning, all the remaining provisions in the RTP are recommendations unless clearly designated in this section as a requirement of local government comprehensive plans."

To clarify the purpose of the benchmarks, the following revision is proposed for Section 6.5.3:

"2. Findings... in conjunction with other RTP monitoring activities.

In addition, benchmarks should be designed to track the following general information to the degree practicable for ongoing monitoring:

- progress on financing the strategic system
- progress in completing the modal systems described in Chapter 1
- relative change in system performance measures
- progress toward land use objectives related to the RTP
- relative comparisons with similar metropolitan regions on key measures

Revise Section 6.7.4, as follows:

Section 6.7.4 Refinement Planning Scope and Responsibilities

In some areas defined in this section, the need for refinement planning is warranted before specific projects or actions that meet and identified need can be adopted into the RTP. Refinement plans generally involve a combination of transportation and land use analysis, multiple local jurisdictions and facilities operated by multiple transportation providers. Therefore, unless otherwise specified in this section, Metro or ODOT will initiate and lead necessary refinement planning in coordination with other affected local, regional and state agencies. Refinement planning efforts will be multi-
modal evaluations of possible transportation solutions in response to needs identified in the RTP. The evaluation may also include land use alternatives to fully address transportation needs in these corridors. Appendix 3.1 describes the 1999 prioritization for refinement plans. Refinement plan prioritization and specific scope for each corridor is subject to annual updates as part of the Unified Work Plan (UWP).

(renumber subsequent sections in Chapter 6)

• Add the following to Section 6.8.7:

"...on the principal arterial system. The evaluation would also include an analysis of the effect of relative wages on the mix of jobs and housing needed to realize transportation benefits."

• Add the following bullet to Section 6.8.7, which deals with needed land use and transportation evaluation of the 2040 Growth Concept:

- Damascus & Pleasant Valley Urban Reserves: The overall jobs/housing imbalance in Clackamas County results in heavy travel demand on routes like I-205 and Highway 224 that link Clackamas County to employment areas. A review of the Damascus and Pleasant Valley Urban Reserves should consider the potential for improving jobs/housing balance in these areas. This review should include areas in the Pleasant Valley areas that have been recently incorporated into the urban area, but are largely undeveloped.

• Add the same additional bullet to Section 6.8.7 as recommended by MPAC, above, as well as the following change to Section 6.8.2:

"...Transportation and land-use scenarios will be developed to reflect a variety of land-use alternatives for the area..."

• Add the following bullet to Section 6.8.7, which deals with needed land use and transportation evaluation of the 2040 Growth Concept:

- Beavercreek Urban Reserves: Urbanization of these reserves would require major improvements to Highway 213 and connecting arterial streets that may be inappropriate in scale and cost, and could negatively impact adjacent areas in Oregon City.

• Revise Banfield Corridor description on page 6-22 as follows:

"...Instead, local and special district plans shall consider the following..."

• Amend page 6-25, last bullet under the section on I-5 to 99W Connector to add a reference to consider HOV lanes.

• Amend first bullet on page6-26 to read, “consider express, peak period pricing and HOV lanes and peak period pricing when adding highway capacity, especially west of Highway 217.

• Revise the TV Highway corridor planning section on page 6-31 as follows:
Tualatin Valley Highway

A number of improvements are needed in this corridor to address existing deficiencies and serve increased travel demand. The primary function of this route is to provide access to and between the Beaverton and Hillsboro regional centers. TV Highway also serves as an access route to Highway 217 from points west along the TV Highway corridor. As such, the corridor is defined as extending from Farmington Road, in Beaverton, to Baseline Road, in Hillsboro. The following design considerations should be addressed as part of a corridor study:

- aggressively manage access as part of a congestion management strategy
- implement TSM and other interim intersection improvements at various locations between Cedar Hills Boulevard and Brookwood Avenue
- the relative tradeoffs of a variety of capacity and transit improvements, including:
  a) parallel improvements on parallel routes such as Farmington, Alexander, Baseline and Walker roads as an alternative to expanding TV Highway
  b) 7-lane arterial improvement
  c) implement long term, a limited access, divided facility from Murray Boulevard to Brookwood Avenue, with three lanes in each direction and grade separation at major intersections
  d) transit service that complements both the function of TV Highway and the existing light rail service to the north of the TV Highway corridor
    - implement complementary capacity improvements on parallel routes, including Farmington, Alexander, Baseline and Walker roads
    - evaluate impacts of the principal arterial designation, and subsequent operational effects on travel within the Beaverton regional center
    - evaluate motor vehicle and regional street design designations as part of the study to determine the most appropriate classifications for this route

Add the following explanatory text to McLoughlin-Highway 224 discussion on page 6-29:

"Long-term improvements are needed in this corridor to preserve access to and from the Central City from the Clackamas County area, and to provide access to the developing Clackamas Regional Center. The recently completed South/North light rail study demonstrated both a long-term need for high-capacity transit service in this corridor, and a short-term opposition to construction of light rail. However, the long-term transit need is still critical, as demonstrated in the RTP analysis, where both highway and high-capacity transit service were needed over the 20-year plan period to keep pace with expected growth in this part of the region. The 2040 Growth Concept also calls for the regional centers and central city to be served with light rail. Therefore, the recommendations for this..."
corridor study assume a short-term rapid bus, or equivalent, transit service in the corridor, and light rail service is retained in the long term as a placeholder. Transportation solutions...

- Revise the McLoughlin-Highway 224 corridor planning section on page 6-29 to include the following revisions:

  "Long term improvements are needed in this corridor to preserve access to and from the Central City from the Clackamas County area and to support downtown development in the Milwaukie town center."

- Amend the second bullet of the McLoughlin-Highway 224 section on page 6-29, as follows:

  "design access points to McLoughlin and Highway 224 to discourage traffic spillover onto Lake Road, 34th Avenue, Johnson Creek Boulevard, 17th Avenue and Tacoma Streets"

- Expand Area of Special Concern criteria to acknowledge progress toward non-SOV targets as measure of compliance, as follows:

  1. Adopt the following performance measures standards, and provide an analysis that demonstrates progress toward these measures in the local TSP:

Glossary

- Amend glossary definition for HCT corridor, page G-4, to spell out High capacity transit.

- Amend glossary to add a definition of light rail transit.

- Amend glossary to add a definition of transportation control measures.

Comments Referred to Metro Committees or Local Jurisdictions

Forward to TPAC: Non-SOV targets should be identified for the financially constrained RTP.

Forward to TPAC: Mid-Day LOS should be addressed prior to adoption of the RTP.

Forward to MTIP Subcommittee: Consider adding a flow chart to Chapter 6 that details a time estimate for the various phases and MTIP amendment scenarios.

Forward to Staff: Metro should annually monitor the progress made toward implementing and funding the elements of the strategic system.

Forward to City of Portland: Include sidewalks and bikeways in the planned McLoughlin viaduct reconstruction between Division Street and Powell Boulevard.
Forward to City of Portland: Add a new project to the RTP to extend the central city streetcar over the Hawthorne Bridge to connect to Broadway Avenue via the Grand/Martin Luther King Jr. Boulevard couplet.

Forward to Clackamas County: Add a new project to the RTP to install a traffic signal at the intersection of the Carver Bridge and Highway 224.
CONSIDERATION OF RESOLUTION NO. 00-2888 APPROVING SUPPLEMENTAL AMENDMENTS TO THE 1999 UPDATE OF THE REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION PLAN.

Date: January 6, 2000

Presented by: Andrew C. Cotugno

PROPOSED ACTION

This resolution would supplement revisions to the 1999 RTP approved by JPACT and the Council in December 1999. The purpose of the supplemental resolution is to respond to public comments received during the final stage of the RTP public comment period, after JPACT had forwarded a final recommendation to the Council. These supplemental revisions are summarized in Exhibit A to Resolution 00-2888. Exhibit A is organized as follows:

- **Proposed Discussion Items** - This section of the exhibit includes major issues that merit Council discussion, due to their scope or complexity. For each comment included in this section, JPACT has recommended a specific action to Council.

- **Proposed Consent Items** - This section includes minor issues that do not necessarily merit Council discussion, and JPACT recommends that the revisions proposed in this section be approved as a single package.
BEFORE THE METRO COUNCIL

FOR THE PURPOSE OF APPROVING ) RESOLUTION NO. 00-2888
SUPPLEMENTAL AMENDMENTS TO THE )
1999 UPDATE OF THE REGIONAL ) Introduced by Jon Kvistad,
TRANSPORTATION PLAN ) JPACT Chair

WHEREAS, the November 5 draft of the 1999 Regional Transportation Plan (RTP) was approved by Council resolution on December 16, 1999; and
WHEREAS, the Council action included amendments to the draft, as recommended by JPACT and MPAC; and
WHEREAS, the Council resolution forwards additional comments received on the 1999 RTP during the public comment period to JPACT for review and supplemental recommendations; now, therefore be it
RESOLVED,
That the supplemental amendments contained in Exhibit A be incorporated with amendments to the 1999 Regional Transportation Plan approved by Council resolution on December 16, 1999.

ADOPTED by the Metro Council this _____ day of __________, 2000.

__________________________________________
Presiding Officer

APPROVED AS TO FORM

__________________________________________
Daniel B. Cooper, General Counsel
**Comment 1:** Metro should jointly staff a task force with Tri-Met and other partners that would meet to consider and recommend ways to broaden and expand the scope of planning and consideration in the RTP for special needs transportation for elderly, disabled and low income individuals throughout the plan. (Multnomah County Aging and Disability Services, 12/14/99)

**TPAC Recommendation on Comment 1:** TPAC agrees that this important issue needs additional consideration within the Regional Transportation Plan. Staff recommends working with Tri-Met, the area agencies on aging, TPAC and JPACT to develop recommendations for inclusion in the ordinance draft RTP in Spring 2000 or in a future update to the RTP.

In the interim, the following minor edit is needed to expand the scope of service providers beyond public transportation:

"Transit Service for Special Needs Populations

Public transportation service often provides the only available transportation service to many people in the region, including; students, the elderly, the economically disadvantaged, the mobility impaired and others with special needs. It is important that the public transportation service providers consider the special needs of those people who rely on their services the providers as their primary transportation option for access to jobs, job training and services."

**Comment 2:** The strategic system is too large to be useful for meaningful decisions and the financially constrained system will be too constrained to provide a vision for the future. Develop a fiscally responsible strategic system to provide a vision for future local and regional decisions. Together with the required financially constrained system, a more modest strategic system will provide the guidance needed to set priorities for the next twenty years. Propose that the RTP be changed by moving 160 transportation projects (about $2.9 billion) from the strategic to the preferred. (Citizens for Sensible Transportation, 12/15/99)

**TPAC Recommendation to Comment 2:** This comment has already been addressed extensively by TPAC, JPACT and the Metro Council. Refer to Exhibit B to Resolution No. 99-2878B, JPACT recommendations on comments 1 through 4. No change of projects from the strategic system to the preferred system is recommended. Metro staff will develop a Financially Constrained System for consideration by TPAC, JPACT and the Metro Council prior to adoption by Ordinance in July.
2000. During this period, staff will work with TPAC, JPACT and the Council to develop a financing plan for the strategic system, and projects in the strategic system may be scaled back if they exceed the revenue that could be generated by the financing plan.

**Comment 3:** Level of service measurements should be dropped from the RTP as the measure for how well the system is working. Currently, this only measures how many cars are trying to get through a particular place at a particular time. It does not consider how many people are in the cars or what alternatives the people in those cars have available. (Citizens for Sensible Transportation, 12/15/99)

**TPAC Recommendation to Comment 3:** Do not drop level of service (LOS) measurements from the RTP, since it is a reasonable measure of concern to the public and policy makers—congestion. In addition, the performance measures provided for in the RTP recognize situations where congestion is not the best measure and allow for the use of alternate measures. Refer also to comments 50 through 60 in Exhibit B to Resolution 99-2878B, where LOS and performance measures have already been extensively addressed. Also, section 6.5.3 of the draft plan includes benchmarks for evaluating progress toward implementing a fully multi-modal transportation system.
Comment 4: The strategic system should not be used as the basis for defining an "adequate" transportation system for future land use planning in the region when the region is unable to fund improvements to implement the system. (Larry Derr, 12/7/99)

TPAC Recommendation on Comment 4: Retain the strategic system as the basis for defining an "adequate" transportation system. Refer to JPACT's recommendation on Comments 3 and 4 as summarized in Exhibit "B" to Resolution No. 99-2878, Part 1, Council Discussion Items and Part 2, Council Consent Items, Comment 68.

Comment 5: Additional work is needed to define a system that clearly defines how local governments can achieve the non-SOV targets, how Tri-Met will achieve these targets and how as a region we will achieve these targets. This additional work needs to be completed before adoption of the RTP. (City of Hillsboro, 12/2/99 and 12/7/99)

TPAC Recommendation on Comment 5: This comment has been previously addressed. Refer to Exhibit "B" to Resolution No. 99-2878, Part 1, Council Discussion Items, Comment 7.

Comment 6: Amend Resolution No. 99-2878A as follows, "WHEREAS, Chapter 6 of this 1999 RTP Update and other information related to Chapter 6 should be considered a substantial statement of intent, but will require further analysis prior to adoption by Ordinance; now, therefore be it RESOLVED," Addition of this language will address concerns that other chapters of the RTP that contain policies, tables, maps or other requirements that are required to be implemented in Chapter 6 may be revised prior to adoption by ordinance. (City of Hillsboro, 12/2/99 and 12/7/99)

TPAC Recommendation on Comment 6: Agree. Amend as requested.
Comment 7: Amend page 6-8 to read, "...Chapter 2 as applicable, 2020 Population and employment forecasts contained in Section 2.1 and 2.3, or alternative forecasts as provided for in Section 6.4.9 of this chapter" to allow cities and counties to use a different 2020 forecast than adopted in the RTP. (City of Hillsboro, 12/2/99 and 12/7/99)

TPAC Recommendation on Comment 7: No change is recommended. The existing language currently provides some flexibility to allow a local jurisdiction to use a different 2020 population and employment forecast. In addition, refer to Exhibit “B” to Resolution No. 99-2878, Part 2, Council Consent Item, Comments 64 and 65.

Comment 8: Concerned about clarity of what is required and cost of providing pedestrian crossings at major transit stops. How can major transit stops be designated without knowing where transit service will be provided? (City of Hillsboro, 12/2/99 and 12/7/99)

TPAC Recommendation on Comment 8: This comment has been previously addressed. Refer to Exhibit “B” to Resolution No. 99-2878, Part 2, Council Consent Item, Comments 136 and 137.

Comment 9: The meaning and status of non-SOV targets is unclear, particularly with regard to the ability of local governments to meet them and what local benchmarks would be used to evaluate progress toward meeting the targets. (City of Hillsboro, 12/2/99 and 12/7/99)

TPAC Recommendation on Comment 9: This comment has been previously addressed. Refer to Exhibit “B” to Resolution No. 99-2878, Part 1, Council Discussion Items, Comment 7 and Part 2, Council Consent Item, Comments 54, 70, 71 and 72.

Comment 10: Amend Figure 1.14, Relationship between Regional Street Design and Motor Vehicle Classifications, to add “Community Street” and “Urban Road” as “most appropriate street design classification” circles for “Collector” streets. These changes cover situations where there are “collectors of regional significance” that are also designated as “Community Street” or “Urban Road.” (City of Hillsboro, 12/3/99 and 12/7/99)

TPAC Recommendation on Comment 10: Agree. Amend as requested. In addition, add “Community Boulevard” and “Rural Road” as “most appropriate street design classification” circles for “Collector” streets.

Comment 11: Amend page 1-50, definition of “Transit/Mixed Use Corridor” to distinguish mixed-use corridors from transit corridors where pedestrian amenities are provided, but not as intensively developed with pedestrian amenities such as wide sidewalks. (City of Hillsboro, 12/3/99 and 12/7/99)

TPAC Recommendation on Comment 11: No change is recommended. The Transit/Mixed-Use Corridor designation is based on the “Corridor” designation on the 2040 Growth Concept map and is intended to reflect priority areas for pedestrian improvements to support regional bus service designated on the Regional Public Transportation System Map.

Comment 12: Amend all the RTP system maps shown in Chapter 1 as follows:

- Using the “Hillsboro 2040 Growth Concept Boundaries Map”, correct the locations of the Orenco Town Center, Tanasbourne Town Center and the Industrial Areas (on the east side of Cornelius Pass Road on the south side of US 26 and east of Brookwood Parkway on the north side of Airport Road).
• Remove the Urban Reserve designation for Segawa property, which is located at the SE corner of the intersection of Cornelius Pass and West Union Roads as it has been brought into the UGB.

• Correct the alignment of Jacobson Road from Helvetia Road to Cornelius Pass Road.

(City of Hillsboro, 12/3/99 and 12/7/99)

**TPAC Recommendation on Comment 12:** Agree. Amend as requested.

**Comment 13:** Amend Figure 1.12: Regional Motor Vehicle System Map to change the classification of NE 25th Avenue from Cornell Road to Evergreen Road from a "Collector of Regional Significance" to a "Minor Arterial." (City of Hillsboro, 12/3/99 and 12/7/99)

**TPAC Recommendation on Comment 13:** Agree. Amend as requested.

**Comment 14:** Amend Figure 1.12: Regional Motor Vehicle System Map to add NE 28th Avenue from E. Main Street to Cornell Road as a "Minor Arterial." This street connects a designated main street with the Fair Complex LRT Station. (City of Hillsboro, 12/3/99 and 12/7/99)

**TPAC Recommendation on Comment 14:** Agree. Amend as requested.

**Comment 15:** Amend Figure 1.12: Regional Motor Vehicle System Map to add SE Minter Bridge Road, SE Cypress Street and SE 32nd Avenue from the urban growth boundary to E. Main Street as "Minor Arterials." (City of Hillsboro, 12/3/99 and 12/7/99)

**TPAC Recommendation on Comment 15:** Agree. Amend as requested.

**Comment 16:** Amend Figure 1.12: Regional Motor Vehicle System Map to add 229th Avenue from Jacobson Road to West Union as a dashed "Collector of Regional Significance." (City of Hillsboro, 12/3/99 and 12/7/99)

**TPAC Recommendation on Comment 16:** Agree. Amend as requested.

**Comment 17:** Amend Figure 1.12: Regional Motor Vehicle System Map to change the designation for SE Witch Hazel Road from a "Minor Arterial" to a "Collector of Regional Significance." (City of Hillsboro, 12/3/99 and 12/7/99)

**TPAC Recommendation on Comment 17:** Agree. Amend as requested.

**Comment 18:** Remove Tualatin Valley Highway recommendations from the RTP, including the proposal to downgrade Tualatin Valley highway to "Major Arterial" status within the Beaverton regional center. (Steve Larrance, 12/7/99 and 12/8/99)

**TPAC Recommendation on Comment 18:** This comment has been previously addressed. Refer to Exhibit "B" to Resolution No. 99-2878, Part 1, Council Discussion Items, Comment 12, and Part 2, Council Consent Item, Comment 88.
Comment 19: Revise Tualatin Valley Highway Corridor Study discussion on page 6-31 to read,

"A number of improvements are need in this corridor to address existing deficiencies and serve increased travel demand. The primary function of this route is to provide access to and between the Beaverton and Hillsboro regional centers, and move significant volumes of east-west traffic through a corridor bounded by Baseline Road to the north and Farmington Road to the south. As such, the corridor is defined as extending from Farmington Road; in Beaverton, to Baseline Road, in Hillsboro. The following design considerations should be addressed as part of a corridor study:

- **consider** aggressively managing access as part of a congestion management strategy

- implement **consider** TSM and other interim intersection improvements at various locations between Cedar Hills Boulevard and Brookwood Avenue

- implement long-term **consider** a limited access, divided facility from Murray Boulevard to Brookwood Avenue; with three lanes in each direction, and grade separation. Also consider alternatives to grade separation at major intersections.

- implement **consider** complementary capacity improvements on parallel routes, including Farmington, Alexander, Baseline, and Walker roads."

(City of Hillsboro, 12/3/99 and 12/7/99)

**TPAC Recommendation on Comment 19:** This comment has been previously addressed. Refer to Exhibit "B" to Resolution No. 99-2878, Part 1, Council Discussion Items, Comment 12, and Exhibit "B" to Resolution No. 99-2878, Part 2, Council Consent Item, Comment 88. However, TPAC does recommend a clarification of the corridor study boundaries on page 6-31, as follows:

"A number of improvements are need in this corridor to address existing deficiencies and serve increased travel demand. One primary function of this route is to provide access to and between the Beaverton and Hillsboro regional centers. TV Highway also serves as an access route to Highway 217 from points west along the TV Highway corridor. As such, the corridor is defined as extending from Cedar Hills Boulevard on the east to 10th Avenue in Hillsboro on the west, and from Baseline/Jenkins roads on the north, to Farmington Road on the south. Farmington Road, in Beaverton, to Baseline Road, in Hillsboro. The following design considerations should be addressed as part of a corridor study:

**Comment 20:** Amend Figure 1.4: Regional Street Design System Map to add NE 28th Avenue from E. Main Street to Cornell Road as a "Community Street." (City of Hillsboro, 12/3/99 and 12/7/99)

**TPAC Recommendation on Comment 20:** Agree. Amend as requested.

**Comment 21:** Amend Figure 1.4: Regional Street Design System Map to revise designation for Cornell Road from Baseline Road to NE 25th Avenue from a "Highway" to a "Regional Street." (City of Hillsboro, 12/3/99 and 12/7/99)

**TPAC Recommendation on Comment 21:** Agree. Amend as requested.
Comment 22: Amend Figure 1.4: Regional Street Design System Map to revise designation of Baseline Road from SW 197th Avenue to 185th Avenue from a "Community Boulevard" to a "Community Street" due to the low density of this area. (City of Hillsboro, 12/3/99 and 12/7/99)

TPAC Recommendation on Comment 22: Agree. Amend as requested.

Comment 23: Amend Figure 1.4: Regional Street Design System Map to revise designations of John Olson Avenue and Stucki Avenue between Amberwood/Walker Road and Evergreen Parkway from "Urban Roads" to "Community Streets." (City of Hillsboro, 12/3/99 and 12/7/99)

TPAC Recommendation on Comment 23: Agree. Amend as requested.

Comment 24: Amend Figure 1.4: Regional Street Design System Map to revise designation of 206th Avenue between Quatama Street and Baseline Road from an "Urban Road" to a "Community Street." (City of Hillsboro, 12/3/99 and 12/7/99)

TPAC Recommendation on Comment 24: Agree. Amend as requested.

Comment 25: Amend Figure 1.4: Regional Street Design System Map to add segment of 229th Avenue from Jacobson Road to West Union Road as a dashed “Urban Road.” (City of Hillsboro, 12/3/99 and 12/7/99)

TPAC Recommendation on Comment 25: Agree. Amend as requested.

Comment 26: Amend Figure 1.4: Regional Street Design System Map to add SE Minter Bridge Road, SE Cypress Street and SE 32nd Avenue as "Community Street" from UGB to E. Main Street. (City of Hillsboro, 12/3/99 and 12/7/99)

TPAC Recommendation on Comment 26: Agree. Amend as requested.

Comment 27: Add regional bus routes to the following streets on Figure 1.16, Regional Public Transportation System Map, to increase the amount of regional transit service in Washington County:

- Brookwood Avenue/Brookwood Parkway/Shute Road from Tualatin Valley Highway to West Union Road.
- Century Boulevard/231st Avenue/229th Avenue from Davis Road to West Union.
- Cornelius Pass Road from SE 209th Avenue intersection (showed as dashed line through the South Hillsboro Urban Reserve) to West Union Road.
- Cypress Street/32nd Avenue/28th Avenue/25th Avenue from Tualatin Valley Highway to Evergreen Road.
- Evergreen Road/Evergreen Parkway from Jackson School Road to Cornell Road.
- Farmington Road from 209th Avenue to 185th Avenue.
- Jacobson Road from Helvetia Road to Cornelius Pass Road, then heading east on West Union Road.
- Kinnaman Road from 209th Avenue to 185th Avenue.
- River Road/Davis Road from Minter Bridge Road to 209th Avenue.
- NE 5th Avenue/Jackson School Road from Baseline Street to Evergreen Road.
- 205th Avenue/206th Avenue/John Olson Avenue from Baseline Road to Evergreen Parkway.
- 209th Avenue from Cornelius Pass Road (where it intersects 209th Avenue from the South Hillsboro Urban Reserve) to Farmington Road.

(City of Hillsboro, 12/3/99 and 12/7/99)
TPAC Recommendation on Comment 27: No change is recommended. In Figure 1.16, regional bus service is tied to 2040 "corridor" or "main street" designations on the adopted 2040 Growth Concept map. The proposed regional bus routes are not designated as "Corridors" or "Main Streets" on the 2040 Growth Concept map. In addition, the Regional Public Transportation System map is not intended to preclude operating local transit service on these streets.

The quality of proposed RTP transit service in corridors and main streets was determined in a two-step process. First, all areas with these 2040 designations are assumed to have high quality transit service in the long term, by definition. Such service was then modeled and evaluated for cost effectiveness according to the expected level of development in these areas over the 20-year time frame of the RTP. In some corridors, the level of development is not expected to support regional-level transit during that time period, and community bus is proposed in the interim.

However, TPAC will consider adding these routes to the Regional Public Transportation System map as part of the Ordinance version of the RTP based on Hillsboro comprehensive plan changes to current local land use designations in support of regional bus service.

Comment 28: Amend Figure 1.19, Regional Pedestrian System Map, to distinguish between purely mixed-use corridors (with residential) and transit corridors which serve primarily commercial/industrial development (like Tualatin Valley Highway). (City of Hillsboro, 12/3/99 and 12/7/99)

TPAC Recommendation on Comment 28: No change is recommended. The Transit/Mixed-Use Corridor designation is based on the "Corridor" designation on the 2040 Growth Concept map and is intended to reflect priority areas for pedestrian improvements to support regional bus service designated on the Regional Public Transportation System Map.

Comment 29: Amend Figure 1.19, Regional Pedestrian System Map, to reflect the alignment of the Rock Creek multi-use trail as shown in adopted Hillsboro TSP and reflect the already completed sections of this multi-use trail as solid lines. (City of Hillsboro, 12/3/99 and 12/7/99)

TPAC Recommendation on Comment 29: Agree. Amend as requested.

Comment 30: Amend Figure 1.19, Regional Pedestrian System Map, to reflect the delineation of pedestrian districts in Figure 5-2 in adopted Hillsboro TSP. (City of Hillsboro, 12/3/99 and 12/7/99)

TPAC Recommendation on Comment 30: Agree. Amend as requested.

Comment 31: Amend Figure 1.19, Regional Pedestrian System Map, to designate Hillsboro regional center and Tanasbourne and Orenco town centers as pedestrian districts. Main Street in the general vicinity of NE 28th Avenue and E. Main Street should also be shown. (City of Hillsboro, 12/3/99 and 12/7/99)

TPAC Recommendation on Comment 31: Agree. Amend as requested.

Comment 32: Page 5-69, revise alignment of Project #3153 (David Hill Road Connection) to reflect alignment proposed in City of Forest Grove TSP. (Mayor Kidd, Forest Grove, 12/7/99)

TPAC Recommendation on Comment 32: Agree. Amend as requested.
Comment 33: Add an interim project to the strategic system on Garden Home Road to build bicycle lanes and sidewalks from Oleson Road to Allen Boulevard. (CPO#3, 12/8/99)

TPAC Recommendation on Comment 33: Agree. Amend as requested.

Comment 34: Pages 3-60, 3-61, 3-68, amend the commuter rail language to reflect the following conclusion, "Overall, commuter rail is expected to be an important part of the modal mix of improvements for this part of the region because it offers separate right-of-way for transit service in a corridor that is expected to experience congestion during the morning and evening two-hour peak period." (Metro staff, 12/7/99)

TPAC Recommendation on Comment 34: Agree. Amend as requested.

Comment 35: Recommend that Tri-Met bring their service plans through Metro as part of the regional TDM program. (City of Hillsboro, 12/3/99 and 12/7/99)

TPAC Recommendation on Comment 35: This request will be forwarded to Tri-Met for consideration.

Comment 36: Revise cost of Project #1029 (Water Avenue Extension) to be $250,000. (City of Portland, 12/3/99)

TPAC Recommendation on Comment 36: Agree. Amend as requested.

Comment 37: Add new project #1047 (SE 7-8th Avenue Connection) to RTP Strategic System in 2006-2010 timeframe to reflect recommendations from Central Eastside Transportation Study. (City of Portland, 12/3/99)

TPAC Recommendation on Comment 37: Agree. Amend as requested.

Comment 38: Revise Tables 2.7, 3.6, 5.2 and 5.9 and the corresponding discussion of these tables be updated to reflect the following data:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1994</th>
<th>No Build</th>
<th>Existing Resources</th>
<th>Strategic System</th>
<th>Preferred System</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Congested Freeway</td>
<td>14.9%</td>
<td>36.7%</td>
<td>35.8%</td>
<td>26.6%</td>
<td>28.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miles (as percentage of Total Freeway Miles with v/c &gt;0.9)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Congested Arterial</td>
<td>6.0%</td>
<td>24.6%</td>
<td>23.5%</td>
<td>16.3%</td>
<td>15.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miles (as percentage of Total Arterial Miles with v/c &gt;0.9)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Congested Total</td>
<td>6.6%</td>
<td>25.4%</td>
<td>24.4%</td>
<td>17.0%</td>
<td>16.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miles (as percentage of Total Miles with v/c &gt;0.9)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Metro staff, 12/13/99)

TPAC Recommendation on Comment 38: Agree. Amend as requested.
Comment 39: Advocating for a new community-based transit planning process, using computer-model data feedback, to develop a transit network which provides more coverage of the region and allows for more timed transfers at community, town and regional centers. Need better use of information technology to provide real-time information for transit users waiting for transit service to arrive. (John Miller, 12/6/99)

TPAC Recommendation on Comment 39: The transit component of the strategic transportation network provides several pieces of the community-based transit network being proposed while also investing in proven radial transit routes. It includes new coverage to areas of the region currently without fixed-route transit service (31 percent of proposed new service). It also includes more investment in existing service that is not radial oriented into the central city but oriented to transit centers in regional and town centers, allowing for timed-transfers and serving community-oriented land uses, such as main streets, along those transit routes.

It also proposes substantial investment in improving and creating new transit centers throughout the region. Part of these proposed improvements include real-time information technology at transit centers and along the regional transit routes to relieve the uncertainty of waiting customers.

Tri-Met is now doing more detailed service planning to define changes to implement during the next ten years within the Regional Transportation Plan 20-year plan period.

Comment 40: Abandon projects that increase capacity between regional centers - they increase costs beyond available revenues and encourage more driving. (Sierra Club, 12/6/99 and Coalition For a Livable Future (CLF), 12/15/99)

TPAC Recommendation on Comment 40: For regional centers to be successful as a way to manage growth in the region, it is important to provide multi-modal access to and from the regional centers and their service areas.

Comment 41: Focus funds on making getting around within regional and town centers easier. (Sierra Club, 12/6/99 and CLF, 12/15/99)

TPAC Recommendation on Comment 41: The RTP includes a new focus on identifying multi-modal projects within regional and town centers that make getting around in those centers more attractive for pedestrians, bicyclist and transit users. The RTP does not prioritize funding among projects identified within the strategic system.

Comment 42: Define zoning and other land use plans and pricing measures to bring businesses to existing residential centers, and residences to business centers, and tie this to funding. (Sierra Club, 12/6/99)

TPAC Recommendation on Comment 42: The RTP does not define zoning; this is the responsibility of the region's cities and counties. It does provide policy guidance on how to serve defined land uses with transportation facilities of regional significance. These policies do encourage mixing land uses to achieve transportation goals and prioritizing transportation investments in those areas that provide mixed land uses.

Comment 43: The Strategic System is too large. (Sierra Club, 12/6/99)

TPAC Recommendation on Comment 43: This comment has been previously addressed. Refer to Exhibit "B" to Resolution No. 99-2878, Part 1 Council Discussion Items, Comment 3.
Comment 44: The Strategic System has much less transit than the Preferred System, while road projects are not cut proportionately. This should be reversed, with transit solutions given priority before new road capacity is added. (Sierra Club, 12/6/99)

TPAC Recommendation on Comment 44: The purpose of the RTP is to define a transportation system that is adequate to meet local, state and federal goals and regulations regarding transportation facilities. That is the purpose of the strategic system and any proportionality to the Preferred system (a list of desirable projects to fully meet goals) is irrelevant. Furthermore, the strategic system represents a 194 percent increase in average weekday transit revenue hours and a 16 percent increase in roadway lane miles from 1994.

Regional funding priorities are defined during the biannual Metropolitan Transportation Improvement Plan (MTIP) process. The MTIP is a public process that develops technical and administrative criteria for ranking the merits of each project being considered for funding. To be eligible for funding, the project must be included in the RTP financially constrained system and comply with federal clean air regulations.

Comment 45: The plan fails to identify specific solutions for transportation corridors in some existing communities and does not identify priorities for developing those solutions. The consequence will be funding for defined but lower priority projects at the urban edge. (Sierra Club, 12/6/99)

TPAC Recommendation on Comment 45: The RTP does not propose specific solutions where further study is needed to develop agreement on what projects and strategies are needed to address transportation issues. This implies no order of priority of other, more defined projects, relative to a corridor study and its subsequent projects.

Comment 46: The proposed RTP will substantially increase the risk that we will fall into air quality non-attainment. (Sierra Club, 12/6/99 and CLF, 12/15/99)

TPAC Recommendation on Comment 46: As stated in section 3.5.1, demonstration of conformity of budgeted levels for the Portland metropolitan area air shed for the transportation sector will be completed after the RTP is adopted by resolution in December 1999. Amendments to the RTP may be triggered if the demonstration cannot be made.

Comment 47: The plan should make maintenance and preservation of the existing system its first priority. (Sierra Club, 12/6/99 and CLF, 12/15/99)

TPAC Recommendation on Comment 47: Maintenance and preservation of the existing road system is provided by ODOT and the cities and counties of the region and largely funded through state-collected auto and truck fees. While the RTP is a plan for an adequate capital system, the financial analysis provided in chapter 4 and section 5.4 recognize the need of ODOT, cities and counties to maintain their road systems and that maintenance competes for funding with modernization projects. The RTP demonstrates what is necessary to fund both operation and maintenance of the existing system and then new capital projects identified in the plan.

Prioritization of spending of city and county transportation funds is made through processes at each of those jurisdictions. Prioritization of regional funding is made through the MTIP process as described above.

Comment 48: Numerous small improvements should be implemented before single large, expensive solutions are adopted. In many cases better results can be obtained from better connectivity of local streets than from large increases in capacity. (Sierra Club, 12/6/99 and CLF, 12/15/99)
TPAC Recommendation on Comment 48: Providing local street connectivity to preserve operating capacity on the regional street network is an identified policy in the RTP with subsequent regulations for underdeveloped residential and mixed-use areas. See sections 1.3.2 and 6.4.5 for a detailed description of RTP policies and regulations on local street connectivity.

Comment 49: The plan fails to adequately address environmental concerns of adding road capacity. These include the impact on endangered salmon from bridges over salmon streams, run-off from roads and parking. (Sierra Club, 12/6/99 and CLF, 12/15/99)

TPAC Recommendation on Comment 49: The RTP only plans for the transportation network in public right-of-way, not off-street parking facilities. However, additional work is needed to address environmental impacts of road and bridge improvements identified in the RTP. Metro recently received a planning grant for the Green Streets project. This project will look at the conflicts between good transportation design, expected growth and the need to protect streams and wildlife corridors from urban impacts. The project will propose new regional connectivity standards tailored to urban reserves, inventory culverts in the region and create a handbook that recommends best practices and street design solutions that protect the environment.

Comment 50: Would like to see more emphasis given to Town Centers to deal with development pressures. Specifically, add language to section 3.4.3 addressing transportation needs and deficiencies in the Fairview/Wood Village, Troutdale and Rockwood town centers. (East Multnomah County Transportation Committee, 12/7/99)

TPAC Recommendation on Comment 50: Add language describing the improvements of the preferred system, and develop findings and conclusions for a new subsection titled "Other Centers" in section 3.4.3 to address issues in the Fairview/Wood Village, Troutdale and Rockwood town centers.

Comment 51: North/South traffic movement (in East Multnomah County) needs to be addressed in the near term in both the RTP and MTIP process. This includes a number of substandard railroad over-crossings and the I-84 to US 26 connector. (East Multnomah County Transportation Committee, 12/7/99)

TPAC Recommendation on Comment 51: There are several railroad crossing improvements included in the strategic system for East Multnomah County, including crossings at 162nd, 202nd, and 223rd Avenues. There are also several improvements included in the strategic system to phase in an improved connection between I-84 and US 26 along Hogan Road and 242nd Avenue. These improvements and others included in the strategic system are adequate to address south/north transportation needs in east Multnomah County.

Comment 52: Would like JPACT to address funding strategies for the strategic system in conjunction with MPAC funding sub-committee. (East Multnomah County Transportation Committee 12/7/99, Multnomah County 12/8/99)

TPAC Recommendation on Comment 52: This issue has been previously addressed. Refer to Exhibit "B" to Resolution No. 99-2878, Part 1, Council Discussion Items, Comments 3 and 4.

Comment 53: The strategic system project list should be revisited to provide a system that is closer to our economic reality. (Multnomah County, 12/8/99)
TPAC Recommendation on Comment 53: This comment has been previously addressed. Refer to Exhibit "B" to Resolution No. 99-2878, Part 1 Council Discussion Items, Comments 3 and 4.

Comment 54: While the Traffic Relief Options study suggested to JPACT that congestion pricing only be used to pay for new infrastructure, the RTP should not rule out using this tool to fund other projects. It should be considered for all new projects, including any new capacity built on Interstate 5. (Multnomah County, 12/8/99)

TPAC Recommendation on Comment 54: The TRO study recommends that tolling or peak-period pricing be analyzed as an option in locations where the RTP calls for new highway capacity in congested corridors. There are a large number of spot improvements and arterial projects that do not lend themselves to pricing. However, improvements to I-5 are recommended for peak period pricing consideration.

Comment 55: Chapter 1: Regional Transportation Policy; Figure 1.18: Regional Bicycle System Map. Please make the following corrections or additions to the map: Bike lanes on NE 25th Avenue only go up to the entrance of Jones Farm, show the rest as proposed to Evergreen Road. (City of Hillsboro, 12/1/1999)

TPAC Recommendation on Comment 55: The Regional Bicycle System Map is a functional map. The map does not include design treatments such as bike lanes. A map showing existing and planned bicycle improvements will be incorporated into Chapter 3, and will address the above comment.

Comment 56: Chapter 1: Regional Transportation Policy; Figure 1.18: Regional Bicycle System Map. Please make the following corrections or additions to the map:

- Add NE 28th Avenue from E. Main Street to Cornell Road as a "Community Connector" as it connects a main street with a station area. This is a planned project.
- Add Century Boulevard/234th Avenue/231st Avenue as a proposed "Community Connector" from Tualatin Highway to Baseline Road.
- Add Butler Road from Brookwood Parkway to Shute Road as a proposed "Community Connector" and from Shute Road to Cornelius Pass Road as a "Community Connector."
- Add 205th Avenue/206th Avenue from Baseline Road to Cornell Road as "Regional Access" as it connects a Station Community with Tanasbourne Town Center.
- Add Amberglen Parkway from Walker Road to 206th Avenue/LRT as a proposed "Community Connector."
- The alignment of the Rock Creek multi-use trail is shown incorrectly especially to the north and near Tualatin Valley Highway. Please refer to your copy of our adopted TSP for the correct alignment. Also reflect the already completed sections as solid lines. The delineation of pedestrian districts needs to match our designated pedestrian districts per our "Pedestrian Master and Pedestrian Action Plans" contained within our adopted TSP. Please refer to your copy of our adopted TSP for the correct pedestrian districts delineation. (City of Hillsboro, December 2, 1999)

TPAC Recommendation on Comment 56: Agree. In the fourth bullet, the regional bikeway function would be Community Connector" rather than "Regional Access."
**Comment 57:** Defer projects 5086, 5211 and 5212 so more critical projects can go forward. Projects 5211 and 5212 may not be necessary. (Mayor Grant, Happy Valley, 12/2/99)

**TPAC Recommendation on Comment 57:** Project 5086 (82nd Ave. Multi-Modal Improvements) is in the Clackamas Regional Center Plan and has been adopted by Clackamas County. Project 5211 (Scott Creek Lane Pedestrian Improvements) was submitted by Happy Valley during the Priorities 2000 Process, and is an MTIP approved project. Project 5212 already includes bike lanes and sidewalks on Mountain View Road/137th Avenue from 129th Avenue to King Road, and can be deleted from the RTP project list.

**Comment 58:** Bicycle projects 7009, 7010 and 7011 should be deleted; they are not justified due to small benefit and steep grades. (Mayor Grant, Happy Valley, 12/2/99)

**TPAC Recommendation on Comment 58:** Bicycle projects 7009, 7010 and 7011 are in Clackamas County’s adopted Bicycle Master Plan. Project 7011 (Monner Road) helps provide east/west bicycle system connectivity.

**Comment 59:** Add 134th/Deardorff/132nd from SE Foster to King Road to the Regional Bicycle System. (Mayor Grant, Happy Valley, 12/2/99)

**TPAC Recommendation on Comment 59:** Agree. Amend as requested.

**Comment 60:** Add William Otty Road Extension (from I-205 frontage road to Valley View Terrace) and SE Otty Road (from Valley View Terrace to SE 129th Street) to the Regional Bicycle System. (Mayor Grant, Happy Valley, 12/2/99)

**TPAC Recommendation on Comment 60:** Agree. Amend as requested.

**Comment 61:** Revise the timing and phasing of the following projects to be earlier in the strategic system time frames:

- 5066 (widening of Sunnyside Road; 122nd to 172nd Avenues)
- 7008 (147th realignment)
- 5071 (Otty Road extension; I-205 to Valley View Terrace)
- 5208 (Idleman Road to Johnson Creek Blvd.)

(Mayor Grant, Happy Valley, 12/2/99)

**TPAC Recommendation on Comment 61:** Do not change timing and phasing of projects 5066 and 5208 on the RTP project list at this time. Projects 5071 and 7008 are tied to development in Happy Valley and Clackamas County. As development occurs and local funding becomes available, projects 5071 and 7008 could be completed at an earlier date.

Although much work is needed to fully plan transportation facilities in this rapidly growing part of the region, the overall project list and proposed phasing of project 5066 and 5208 reflects current funding priorities and realities in Clackamas County and the region. However, Clackamas County staff has indicated that a number of projects in this area will be discussed locally in the coming months, and may be revised in the adoption draft of the RTP.
Comment 62: Add the new 147th Avenue alignment (project 7008) to the Regional Bicycle System. (Mayor Grant, Happy Valley, 12/2/99)

TPAC Recommendation on Comment 62: Agree. Amend as requested.

Comment 63: In light of severely constrained finances, Metro should be focusing its efforts on increasing mobility for the region’s residents at the lowest possible cost. This means shifting investment priorities toward projects that improve multi-modal levels of service. The Bicycle Transportation Alliance urges JPACT to revise the Project List to prioritize projects that increase local connectivity and improve access for cyclists and pedestrians. While the Preferred system does contain projects that substantially improve bicycle access and increase local connectivity, the revenues needed to actually build the system are far beyond the region’s reach. (Bicycle Transportation Alliance, 11/23/99)

TPAC Recommendation on Comment 63: This comment has been previously addressed. Refer to Exhibit "B" to Resolution No. 99-2878, Part 1, Council Discussion Items, Comments 3 and 4.

Comment 64: The Caruthers Bike/Pedestrian Bridge (RTP #1077) is tied to South-North Light Rail funding. (Bicycle Transportation Alliance, 11/23/99)

TPAC Recommendation on Comment 64: Agree. Revise language to indicate that Project 1077 is tied to the South-North light rail project and should not be listed in the RTP as a “stand-alone” bicycle/pedestrian bridge project.

Comment 65: The Morrison Bridge bicycle access project (RTP #1062) should be moved up in time to 2000-2005, as it was the highest-ranked bicycle project in the 1999 MTIP process. (Bicycle Transportation Alliance, 11/23/99)

TPAC Recommendation on Comment 65: Agree. Amend as requested.

Comment 66: Existing Resource Concept (page 5-2, RTP project list). This system absolutely fails to meet Metro’s stated commitment to increasing multi-modal transportation options in the metropolitan region. Its failure is particularly acute in relation to bicycles. Out of fewer than 20 bicycle projects identified in the list, approximately half are City of Portland projects and several of the identified projects have already been funded. This list reflects virtually no regional commitment to increasing bicycle access in coming years, despite Metro’s stated policies to the contrary. At a minimum, the following projects should be prioritized to receive funding:

- #1009 Springwater Trail Access Improvements – critical north/south connection for bicycles along the east side of the Willamette River
- #1062 WRBAP/Morrison Bridge Bicycle Pathway – top-ranked bicycle project in the 1999 MTIP process
- #1065 N. Interstate Bikeway – Essential bicycle connectivity in relation to the Interstate MAX line
- #1069 East Burnside Bikeway
- #1143 N/NE Lombard Bikeway – critical connection to Interstate MAX line
- #1144 N. Portland Rd. Bikeway – critical connection to Interstate MAX line
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#1169 SW Vermont Bikeway – provide access and connection where there currently is none

#1175 SW Capitol Highway Pedestrian and Bicycle Improvements – key access

#1177 SW Sunset Pedestrian and Bicycle Improvements – key access

#1213 NE/SE 122nd Avenue Bikeway - critical connection to Interstate MAX line

#1258 N/NE Skidmore Bikeway – critical connection to Interstate MAX line

#2053 Gresham/Fairview Trail – key cross-town bicycle connection between two well-used routes in a place where bicycle access is extremely difficult

#2054 Springwater Trail connections – leverage this outstanding bicycle corridor

#3012 Rock Creek Greenway Multi-use Path – critical access in an area with poor bicycle/pedestrian access

#3013 Bronson Creek Greenway Multi-Use Path – critical access in an area with poor bicycle/pedestrian access

#3014 Powerline Beaverton Trail Corridor Trail – critical access in an area with poor bicycle/pedestrian access

#3015 Beaverton Creek Greenway Corridor Study – critical access in an area with poor bicycle/pedestrian access

#3045 Farmington Road Bikeway – critical access in an area with poor bicycle access

#3046 Hall Boulevard Bikeway – critical access in an area with poor bicycle access

#3047 Watson Avenue Bikeway – critical access in an area with poor bicycle access

#3055 Beaverton-Hillsdale Highway Pedestrian and Bicycle Improvements - critical access in an area with poor bicycle access

#3071 Fanno Creek Greenway Multi-Use Path – this is a high-priority project that will create superb regional access in an area that is less and less pedestrian- and bicycle-accessible

#3073 Hall Boulevard Bikeway - critical access in an area with poor bicycle access

#3078 Canyon Road Bicycle and Pedestrian Improvements – provide much-needed bicycle and pedestrian access

#3098 Walker Road Bike/Ped Improvements

#4074 Rivergate Bicycle and Pedestrian Trail – key bicycle connection to improve transportation benefits of the 40-Mile Loop trail

#5026 Portland Traction Co. Multi-Use Trail – important trail connection in an area of difficult bicycle and pedestrian access

#5089 Sunnyside Road Bikeway
#5091 Causey Avenue Bikeway

#5165 Willamette Greenway Path – key bicycle access

#6051 Hall Boulevard Bikeway and Pedestrian Improvements

#6077 Tualatin-Sherwood Road Bikeway

#6081 Nyberg Road Pedestrian and Bike Improvements

#8000 Bicycle Travel Demand Forecasting Model – essential planning tool to prioritize bicycle investments (Bicycle Transportation Alliance, 11/23/99)

**TPAC Recommendation on Comment 66:** No change is recommended. The Existing Resource System represents just one example of how limited revenues might be spent in this region for the purposes of analyzing the impact of no new revenue on the operation of the regional transportation system and implementation of the 2040 Growth Concept. This system is not a policy statement of where transportation improvements should be directed if no new revenues are identified during the 20-year plan period.

A number of the projects listed above are included as high priority projects (2000-2005) in the Strategic System. Metro staff will develop a Financially Constrained System prior to adoption of the RTP by Ordinance in July 2000. Therefore, the projects listed above will receive consideration as the Financially Constrained project list is developed.

**Comment 67:** Strategic System. As with the preferred system, it appears that the Strategic System far outstrips available resources. Metro's Strategic System should reflect investment priorities that allow residents to choose walking or bicycling as an accessible, convenient and universally-available alternative to using an automobile to meet daily transportation needs. (Bicycle Transportation Alliance, 11/23/99)

**TPAC Recommendation on Comment 67:** This comment has been previously addressed. Refer to Exhibit "B" Part 1, Council Discussion Items, Comments 3 and 4.

**Comment 68:** A disproportionate number of the bicycle projects included on the Strategic System list are located in Portland. Bicycle projects dropped from the Preferred list tend to be stand-alone bicycle, pedestrian and trail projects (not connected to road widening) located in suburban jurisdictions. This will severely limit those jurisdictions' ability to give residents the option of bicycling or walking as an alternative means of getting around in their community. At a minimum, the Strategic System should include the following projects in addition to those outlined in the current plan:

- #1143 N/NE Lombard Bikeway – critical connection to Interstate MAX
- #1259 N/NE Skidmore Bikeway – critical connection to Interstate MAX
- #3078 Canyon Road Bicycle and Pedestrian Improvements
- #3079 Allen Boulevard Bike/Ped Projects
- #6135 Boones Ferry Road Bike Lanes

(Bicycle Transportation Alliance, 11/23/99)

**TPAC Recommendation on Comment 68:** Agree. Amend as requested.
Comment 69: Policy 13.0 Regional Motor Vehicle System. Revise language of objective (d) to prioritize local streets that increase connectivity over arterial improvements that add motor vehicle capacity. (Bicycle Transportation Alliance, 11/23/99)

TPAC Recommendation on Comment 69: No change is recommended.

Comment 70: Policy 16.0 Regional Bicycle System. Include objectives for system completion (i.e., 80% by 2005, 90% by 2010; 95% by 2015; 100% by 2020), recognizing that a partially completed system provides severely limited mobility. (Bicycle Transportation Alliance, 11/23/99)

TPAC Recommendation on Comment 70: Agree with proposed approach. This comment has been previously addressed. Refer to Exhibit “B” to Resolution No. 99-2878, Part 2, Council Consent Items, Comments 70, 71 and 72. This issue is addressed in revisions to Chapter 6, Section 6.5.3. Additional objectives to Policy 16.0 are not necessary. In addition, it is premature to set benchmarks for each mode because Metro does not have a complete inventory of the existing infrastructure. Metro intends to complete this inventory as part of post-resolution activities.

Comment 71: Policy 16.0 Regional Bicycle System. Include objective: ensure that development of other mode systems (i.e., transit, motor vehicle) does not eliminate existing bicycle access or system components. (Bicycle Transportation Alliance, 11/23/99)

TPAC Recommendation on Comment 71: Additional objective is not necessary, as Policy 16.0 and Objectives (a) and (b) sufficiently respond to the comment.

Comment 72: Policy 20.1 Transportation Finance: Recommendation: Add objective: (e) Place lowest priority on projects that expand auto-oriented road capacity at the edges of the region. (Bicycle Transportation Alliance, 11/23/99)

TPAC Recommendation on Comment 72: Do not add the above objective to Policy 20.1. Existing policy and objectives sufficiently respond to the comment.

Comment 73: Do not locate a regional bicycle and pedestrian path in the Fanno Creek Greenway that is planned for Fanno Creek, adjacent to the single family homes in the Montclair neighborhood. Do connect your regional paths to other existing, or planned on-street paths in the area. (Pat McGuinn, 11/22/99)

TPAC Recommendation on Comment 73: Implementation of this project has been controversial for a number of years. Metro Park and Greenspaces, City of Beaverton, Tualatin Parks and Recreation District, neighborhood residents and businesses are currently working toward a solution that is acceptable to all affected parties. Designation of the Fanno Creek Multi-use Path on the Regional Bicycle System map and Regional Pedestrian System map should not be changed at this time.

Comment 74: Opposes any designation changes that would affect McLoughlin Boulevard in the area from Division Street to Powell Boulevard. Changing the designation to allow higher speeds would result in dire effects to the Brooklyn Neighborhood. (Brooklyn Action Corps, 12/3/99)
TPAC Recommendation on Comment 74: McLoughlin Boulevard is important to a number of transportation modes in the region. RTP system map designations in Chapter 1 reflect current function and speed of McLoughlin Boulevard. McLoughlin Boulevard from Division Street to Powell Boulevard is designated on RTP system functional maps in Chapter 1 as follows:

- Regional Street Design System map: highway
- Regional Motor Vehicle System map: principal arterial (highway)
- Regional Public Transportation System map: potential light rail or rapid bus
- Regional Freight System map: main roadway route
- Regional Bicycle System map: regional corridor bikeway
- Regional Pedestrian System map: no designation

The designation of McLoughlin Boulevard south of Powell Boulevard emphasizes a more limited-access facility.

Comment 75: A project underway, the McLoughlin Boulevard viaduct north of the Ross Island Bridge, does not allow for two-way pedestrian and bicycle access. (Brooklyn Action Corps, 12/3/99)

TPAC Recommendation on Comment 75: This comment has been previously addressed. Refer to Exhibit “B” to Resolution No. 99-2878, Part 2, Council Consent Items, Comment 89.

Comment 76: Consider revising Policy 19.0 Regional Transportation Demand Management to take a broader view of TMAs. Amend the following objective to read:

d. Objective: Promote, establish and support transportation management associations (TMAs) in the central city, regional centers, industrial areas and intermodal facilities, town centers and employment centers. (Western Transportation Alliance, 12/6/99)

TPAC Recommendation on Comment 76: Agree, amend policy language as requested. Note that the objective is to promote, establish and support TMAs in concept and does not define funding responsibility. TMAs compete for regional funding with other programs and projects through the MTIP process.

Comment 77: Amend the following objective under Policy 19.2 on page 1-56 to read, “b. Objective: ...Do not price existing roadways at this time, but peak period pricing on existing roadways should be considered as public support grows and demand necessitates.” (Oregon Environmental Council, 12/10/99)

TPAC Recommendation on Comment 77: No change is recommended. Objective b., as currently written, reflects the Traffic Relief Options Study recommendations. However, Metro is required to update the RTP every 3 to 5 years. All policies will be re-evaluated as part of each update process and revised as appropriate to reflect changing conditions.

Comment 78: Amend the following objective under Policy 19.2 on page 1-56 to read, “a. Objective: ...Do not price existing roadways at this time, but peak period pricing on existing roadways should be considered as public support grows and demand necessitates.” (Oregon Environmental Council, 12/10/99)

TPAC Recommendation on Comment 78: Amend objective a. as follows, “a. Objective: Apply peak period pricing appropriately to manage congestion and, secondarily, to generate revenues to help with needed transportation improvements.” to reflect the TRO TAC recommendations.
Comment 79: Amend description of project #5195 to read, “Retrofit the street with a boulevard design from West A Street to the existing Oregon City bridge...” to eliminate confusion as to the location of the project. (City of West Linn, 12/10/99)

TPAC Recommendation on Comment 79: Agree. Amend as requested.

Comment 80: Amend description of project #5194 to read, “Improve the intersections with Pimlico Drive to be safer for all modes of travel to address safety and capacity issues.” Intersection improvements at Failing and Jolie Pointe have been completed. (City of West Linn, 12/10/99)

TPAC Recommendation on Comment 80: Agree. Amend as requested.

Comment 81: Amend description of project #5204 to add a sentence at the end, “This project will include construction of a traffic signal.” (City of West Linn, 12/10/99)

TPAC Recommendation on Comment 81: Agree. Amend as requested.

Comment 82: Concerned that transit service is not proposed for the Highway 213 corridor. (City of Oregon City, 12/2/99)

TPAC Recommendation on Comment 82: No change is recommended. Not designating Highway 213 for transit service does not preclude Tri-Met from providing local transit service on this facility. At this time, however, there are no land uses to serve along Highway 213, between I-205 and Beavercreek Road. The hilltop area near Beavercreek Road, including Clackamas Community College, is served by a regional bus route and community bus service that connects this area to the Oregon City transit center. When rail transit or rapid bus service is extended to Oregon City, a study of how to reorient the bus feeder network may consider service on Highway 213 to connect the hilltop area directly to a transit station north of Oregon City.

Further study of the suitability of the Beavercreek urban reserves are also recommended in section 3.4.5 of the draft RTP. Transit service on Highway 213 could be studied as a part of that analysis and amendments made to the RTP, if appropriate.

Comment 83: The map for regional bus service is not consistent with the West Linn Transportation System Plan; future community bus route on Rosemont Road should run from the Rosemont/Salamo Road intersection, along Salamo Road to I-205 and the Willamette Main Street area. (City of West Linn, 12/10/99)

TPAC Recommendation on Comment 83: The community bus routes on the Regional Transit Service Strategy map in Chapter 5 are not intended to serve as adopted regional strategy. Rather, they are illustrative of the community bus routes that were modeled for transportation system performance analysis. These routes will be reviewed and adjusted annually as a part of Tri-Met's service planning process. As the Rosemont Road community bus route is implemented, Tri-Met will work with West Linn staff and the transportation system plan to define the specific bus routing.

In addition, amend the Regional Transit Service Strategy list to add the following footnote: “Community Bus routes (shown in dark yellow) represent general coverage, not specific commitments to routing.”

Comment 84: Section 4.4 should include a wider range of potential revenue sources, including mileage-based fees on automobiles and a fee on pollution emitted. (Oregon Environmental Council, 12/10/99)
TPAC Recommendation on Comment 84: Section 4.4 is not intended to be a comprehensive list of potential new revenue sources but a summary of potential new revenue from existing or recently studied revenue sources. To clarify that there are other potential sources of transportation funding, amend the plan at the end of section 4.4.3 to include the following text,

"Sources of revenue new to this region could also be considered to fund transportation needs. These include but are not limited to a parking tax, vehicle emission fees or vehicle miles traveled tax."

Comment 85: Remove project #3033 (125th Avenue Extension) from the RTP or move the project to be in a time frame after project #6021 which widens Scholls Ferry Road to seven lanes from Highway 217 to 125th Avenue. (Jim Persey, 12/13/99)

TPAC Recommendation on Comment 85: No change is recommended. This project supports regional policies to increase local street connectivity throughout the region to improve bicycle and pedestrian access and to provide parallel routes of travel to accommodate local trips. In addition, this project has been on the city's transportation plan for many years. An extensive traffic analysis conducted by the City of Beaverton showed many benefits of the proposed extension. The proposed extension would significantly reduce traffic volumes on Sorrento Road, modestly reduce traffic volumes on Hart Road and Greenway Road and improve local accessibility in the immediate neighborhoods. The proposed extension also mitigates the need for capacity improvements at the intersection of Hall Boulevard and Greenway Road and provides a direct connection from Scholls Ferry Road to Hall Boulevard that links to school sites. This comment will be forwarded to the City of Beaverton for consideration.

Comment 86: LOS thresholds are often used to identify transportation improvements needed to accommodate new development. The developer is then often required to provide certain infrastructure to mitigate the development's impact on the transportation system. Oregon City understands the objectives of the Performance Measures (Table 1.1) but is concerned about the inherent reduced accountability of a new development to contribute to transportation impacts. (Oregon City, 12/2/99)

TPAC Recommendation on Comment 86: A local TSP can use higher performance standard than the RTP, provided that the higher standard doesn't result in "downstream" effects on the regional system, meets CMS requirements, accounts for latent traffic demand and complies with modal targets. An RTP amendment would be required to add resulting improvements to the regional plan. Section 6.4.7 of the RTP (Motor Vehicle Congestion Analysis), page 6-13, states the following: "By definition, the RTP addresses congestion of regional significance through the projects identified in Chapter 3 or refinement plans contained in this chapter of the plan. Other, more localized congestion is more appropriately addressed through the local TSP process, and includes any locations on the regional Motor Vehicle System (Figure 1.8) that are not addressed by the RTP. Intersection analysis and improvements generally fall outside of the RTP, and capacity improvements recommended in this plan generally apply to links in the regional system, not intersections."

Comment 87: Pages 3-55, 3-57 and 3-59 project a situation where Oregon City's part of the region is falling behind in mobility and transportation alternatives. There is a concern for freight mobility as well. Consider moving up the dates of the Oregon City projects for Washington Street (# 5135) and McLoughlin Boulevard (# 5137) from the years 2006-2010 to the years 2000-2005. (Oregon City, 12/2/99)

TPAC Recommendation on Comment 87: Moving these projects to years 2000-2005 in the Strategic System would not guarantee implementation, as there are already too many projects slated for 2000-2005 than the region can realistically afford. Projects 5135 and 5137 should be re-visited as the Financially Constrained RTP System is developed in the following months. These projects will be competing with other projects and programs in the Strategic System for placement on the Financially Constrained System.
TPAC will also be reviewing the timing of all projects included in the RTP prior to adoption by ordinance, to ensure that a reasonably balanced distribution of projects occurs over the full 20-year RTP planning period.

**Comment 88:** Include more transit, bicycle and pedestrian projects in the Strategic System. A disproportionate number of these projects did not make the cut from the Preferred to the Strategic System. Without these options, it will become increasingly difficult to meet federal air quality standards as the region grows. Building better roads, which incorporate sidewalks, bike lanes, and transit options, gives a safe and convenient alternative to driving and encourages a sense of community. (Susan Garland, 12/2/99)

**TPAC Recommendation on Comment 88:** Agree. A Financially Constrained System will be developed prior to adoption of the RTP by Ordinance in June 2000. Therefore, transit, bicycle and pedestrian projects and programs described above will receive consideration as the Financially Constrained project list is developed.

**Comment 89:** The Green Streets outstanding issues on page 6-34 states that 20 percent of the urban landscape consists of right-of-way. This seems low, compared to other estimates that 40 percent of urban imperviousness can be attributed to the transportation system. (Audubon Society, 11/26/99)

**TPAC Recommendation on Comment 89:** The 20 percent statistic refers to the amount of urban land that falls within the public right-of-way, and is not limited to that portion of the right-of-way that is covered with impervious surfaces. The 40 percent figure cited in this comment likely refers to the total transportation infrastructure, including parking lots. The Green Streets project will not include parking lots, since they are generally operated outside the right-of-way or public ownership.

**Comment 90:** Add project to the project list to construct a new on-ramp to southbound I-5 from Barbur Boulevard. (Don Baack, 12/15/99)

**TPAC Recommendation on Comment 90:** No change is recommended. Project #1205 (West Portland I-5 Access Study) is identified on the RTP project list and will study Taylors Ferry Road and Barbur Boulevard ramps to I-5. Amendments could be made to reflect the study recommendations as appropriate.

**Comment 91:** Amend description of project # 1195 (Barbur Boulevard Design Treatment) to start at Naito Parkway instead of Terwilliger Boulevard to reflect the Barbur Streetscape Plan adopted by the Portland City Council on December 8, 1999. (Don Baack, 12/15/99)

**TPAC Recommendation on Comment 91:** No change is recommended. Project #1195 is not intended to be inclusive of the Barbur Streetscape Plan adopted by the Portland City Council. In addition, the Barbur Streetscape Plan did not identify boulevard treatment along Barbur Boulevard from Naito Parkway to Terwilliger Boulevard. Instead, the plan identified a demonstration project for boulevard treatment along Barbur Boulevard from SW 19th Avenue to SW Alice Street.

**Comment 92:** Project 1200 (Pedestrian Overpass Near Markham School) should include a pedestrian overpass over Barbur Boulevard as well as I-5. In addition, add new project to construct a bicycle/pedestrian overpass over I-5 at Gibbs Street or Whitaker Street. (Don Baack, 12/15/99)

**TPAC Recommendation on Comment 92:** No change is recommended. Project #1206 (West Portland I-5 Crossings Study) is identified on the RTP project list and will study additional full street, pedestrian or bicycle overcrossings. Amendments could be made to reflect the study recommendations as appropriate.

**Comment 93:** Subregion reviews by citizens are needed as part of the RTP update process. (Don Baack, 12/15/99 and Colleen Culbertson, 12/16/99)
TPAC Recommendation on Comment 93: The RTP update has been conducted in three stages over the past four years. The RTP update featured a greatly expanded public outreach effort. The update was guided by a 21-member Citizen Advisory Committee, made up of representatives from throughout the region, and included several public outreach efforts, special newsletters and a number of joint JPACT, MPAC and Council workshops held at key decision points. Public workshops were also held at several locations throughout the region in Spring 1996, November 1997, Fall 1998 and October 1999. The workshops emphasized engaging citizens in a subregional review of the draft RTP. The update also reflects the efforts of local officials, citizens and staff to develop transportation proposals that reflect the policy direction developed by the RTP CAC and regional growth management policies. Of the nearly 700 projects proposed through the year 2020 to address expected growth, and to implement the 2040 Growth Concept, more than half are new to the regional plan, and many were generated by citizen input.

Comment 94: Delete all references to an "expressway" on TV highway, including the system maps, and the corridor study bullets in Chapter 6. Remove Project 3121, TV Highway Refinement Planning. (Steve Larrance, 12/16/99 and Walt Hellman, 12/16/99)

TPAC Recommendation on Comment 94: This comment has been previously addressed. Refer to comments 18 and 19; page 6 in this exhibit. Do not delete TV Highway corridor study language in Chapter 6, as the language is advisory only.

Comment 95: Delete the West Portland town center designation as a land use concept on which the RTP is attempting to serve. (Marti Sucek, 12-16-99)

TPAC Recommendation on Comment 95: The designation of the West Portland town center is a land use decision and an adopted component of the 2040 Growth Concept. The RTP is not a planning process for designating or changing regional land use designations. This comment will be forwarded to the Metro Growth Management department and the City of Portland planning bureau.

Comment 96: Growth should only be allowed when accompanied by a plan to provide infrastructure. (Larry Derr, 12-16-99)

TPAC Recommendation on Comment 96: Inclusion of a project in the RTP allows it to become eligible to apply for federal funding for analysis and construction. It is not a decision to build and construct the project. It is a policy statement that the region intends further study of the project as a means of meeting the transportation needs of the region. Before a highway project that receives federal funding may be constructed, it must complete federal requirements for an alternatives analysis and environmental impact study process. This process will compare project alternatives, which includes a No-build or do nothing alternative.
Comment 98: The RTP should include expanding transit service along the Highway 213 corridor. (John Williams, Mayor of Oregon City, 12-14-99)

TPAC Recommendation on Comment 98: See previous response to Comment 82.

Comment 99: Regional traffic must be separated from the local traffic in Raleigh Hills. Consider building an overpass system. (Mary Taylor, 12/16/99)

TPAC Recommendation on Comment 99: An overpass was considered as an alternative in a 1996 study, Intersection of Beaverton-Hillsdale Highway with Oleson and Schools Ferry Roads. The technical advisory committee and the citizen advisory committee rejected the overpass alternative.

Comment 100: The Fanno Creek system must be a factor in the decision-making when redesigning the intersection of Beaverton-Hillsdale Highway with Oleson and Schools Ferry Roads. (Mary Taylor, 12/16/99)

TPAC Recommendation on Comment 100: Agree. This is occurring in local project development. Fanno Creek supporters have been included in local advisory committees.

Comment 101: Project 1171 (SW 30th Avenue Bikeway) is very steep so putting bike lanes on it is futile and dangerous. Funding and project priorities for project 1169 (SW Vermont Bikeway) should emphasize, in priority order: stormwater handling and protection of Vermont Creek, maintenance or improvement of vehicle throughput during peak periods, sidewalks with curbs, bus shelters, preservation of existing parking opportunities and capacity, and bike lanes. The latter should not be done if it compromises achieving any higher listed priorities. These priorities should also apply to project 1217 (Multnomah Pedestrian District). (Don Bain, 12/16/99)

TPAC Recommendation on Comment 101: These projects are in the City Portland Bicycle Master Plan, adopted May 1, 1996 and updated July 1, 1998. Southwest Portland lacks bicycle system connectivity.

Comment 102: In project 1195 (Barbur Boulevard Design Treatment), curb extensions should not be used on Barbur Boulevard, or anywhere else, where they eliminate turning opportunities or lanes onto any road above local service street classification. (Don Bain, 12/16/99)

TPAC Recommendation on Comment 102: Curb extensions enhance pedestrian safety and connectivity by reducing pedestrian crossing distance and improving the visibility of pedestrians by motorists. Curb extensions are a design treatment found in ODOT, Metro and City of Portland street design guidelines.

Comment 103: New policies are needed in the RTP because too often bike lanes and transit stops seriously degrade transportation capacity or throughput for vehicles. The policies should state:

- Transit stops shall be placed in a manner that does not obstruct any forward-moving traffic lanes. Turnouts for transit will be added where needed to accomplish this.
- Bike lanes shall not be placed where they cause a loss of a vehicular lane or conflict with the ability to provide transit stops that do not obstruct traffic flow. (Don Bain, 12/16/99)

TPAC Recommendation on Comment 103: Do not add the above policies. Bullet one would be impractical to retrofit in built-out parts of the region, because the need for additional right-of-way would negatively impact existing housing and businesses. Bullet two would conflict with Policy 16.0 (Regional Bicycle System) c. Objective: Design the regional bikeway.
system to function as part of an overall transportation system and include appropriate bicycle facilities in all transportation projects.

**Comment 104:** Currently it is impossible to clearly evaluate the progress that has been made toward implementation of the different elements. The RTP needs to establish benchmarks for measuring progress toward completion of the various components of the system. (CLF, 12/15/99)

**TPAC Recommendation on Comment 104:** This comment has been previously addressed. Refer to Exhibit "B" to Resolution No. 99-2878, Part 2, Council Consent Items, Comments 70, 71 and 72. This issue is addressed in revisions to Chapter 6, Section 6.5.3.

**Comment 105:** The process by which the RTP has been released to the public has made it difficult to have adequate public comment:

- The Adoption Draft was only made available on November 5th, long after the public hearings were complete. Prior drafts were incomplete with changes made; most public comment was focused on a moving target.
- The brochures describing the RTP reflect hundreds of projects that will never be built because of financial constraints.
- The comment period extends to December 16th; the actual decisions required for adoption of the plan have largely been made prior to the public comments begin (sic) complete. The result is that many of the comments provided here have not been adequately considered. (CLF, 12/15/99)

**TPAC Recommendation on Comment 105:** A “Release Draft” RTP was available for public review in mid-October; making the draft available prior to the November 5th “Adoption Draft” provided an earlier opportunity for public input. The lengthy public comment period, October 4th through December 16th, met and exceeded Metro’s adopted public involvement policy requirements. Refer also to the TPAC Recommendation on Comment 93 of this Attachment, for additional detail on RTP Update public involvement from 1995 through 1999.

**Comment 106:** In many locations the freight and commuter systems need to be separated so that facilities created to preserve the free movement of goods are not clogged by congestion created by people commuting to and from work. This will become especially critical as times when facilities are congested become longer – something that is inevitable as use of the automobile grows. Emphasis needs to be placed on assuring access to rail and port facilities as the primary modes for moving freight. High priority needs to be placed on providing rail service for freight movement. (CLF, 12/15/99)

**TPAC Recommendation on Comment 106:** Agree that freight service needs to be preserved. Separating freight and commuter systems is an option, but is not always practical.

**Comment 107:** Additional emphasis should be placed on expanding use of existing railroad track for passenger service both for urban commuters and as a transportation option for people who live outside the region. (CLF, 12/15/99)

**TPAC Recommendation on Comment 107:** This comment has been previously addressed. Refer to Resolution No. 99-2878B, Exhibit B, JPACT Recommendation on Comment 120, on page 29.

**Comment 108:** Traffic and congestion management tools should be used to maintain existing capacity for its most efficient use in meeting the region 2040 concept. Traffic demand management, freight only lanes and bridges and high occupancy vehicle lanes should all be considered prior to adding new capacity. (CLF, 12/15/99)
TPAC Recommendation on Comment 108: This requirement is already stated in Chapter 6. Refer also to Comment 29 on page 7 of Exhibit B to Resolution No. 99-2878.

Comment 109: Metro needs to adopt a structure for corridor management that combines land-use, urban design and transportation. Currently the fragmented planning process does not allow consideration of the kind of integrated design that will meet 2040. (CLF, 12/15/99)

TPAC Recommendation on Comment 109: Corridor management has evolved since adoption of the Metro 2040 Regional Framework Plan. Metro will continue working with ODOT, local governments and the public to meet community objectives during corridor planning studies.

Comment 110: Metro needs to create a regional transportation budget that considers all transportation expenditures by local, regional and state agencies. It is especially critical in light of the limited resources available for transportation improvements that there be a clear picture of how all resources are currently applied. (CLF, 12/15/99)

TPAC Recommendation on Comment 110: Agree. Chapter 4 (Financial Analysis) explains this approach.

Comment 111: Local jurisdictions should not be asked to bring their local TSPs into conformance with a regional transportation plan that is unrealistic in its estimates of revenue (CLF, 12/15/99)

TPAC Recommendation on Comment 111: This comment has been previously addressed. Refer to JPACT Comments 1 through 4 in Exhibit B to Resolution No. 99-2878.

Comment 112: We don’t believe the current plan meets the requirements of the state transportation planning rule. (CLF, 12/15/99)

TPAC Recommendation on Comment 112: Findings will be developed prior to RTP adoption by Ordinance. If additions to the findings are necessary, they will be made.

Comment 113: The plan should include modeling for a system in which there are no new investments in commuter road capacity. All current models anticipate some investment designed for automobile commuters. (CLF, 12/15/99)

TPAC Recommendation on Comment 113: This comment has been previously addressed. Refer to Resolution No. 99-2878B, Exhibit B, JPACT Recommendation on Comment 86, on page 20.

Comment 114: Considering that all bike and pedestrian projects combined make up only around 5% of the entire RTP “preferred” budget, the BAC asks Metro to balance this relatively minor investment against the potential good these projects can do for our region. Metro should fully fund every bike project on the RTP list, then cut from the remaining 95% of the “preferred” list to create the “constrained” budget project list. (City of Portland Bicycle Advisory Committee, 12/15/99)

TPAC Recommendation on Comment 114: Completing the regional bicycle system is included in Policy 16.0 of Chapter 1. Bicycle system improvements on regional access bikeways and regional corridor projects are given priority in the MTIP process. Transportation projects are funded through the MTIP process at three-year intervals. Metro will develop a Financially Constrained System prior to adoption of the RTP by Ordinance in July 2000, and bicycle and pedestrian projects will receive consideration as the Financially Constrained list is developed.

Comment 115: The Morrison Bridge bikeway retrofit should be funded for completion by 2002 rather than the 2006-2010 time slot. (City of Portland Bicycle Advisory Committee, 12/15/99)
TPAC Recommendation on Comment 115: Agree that the Morrison Bridge bicycle access project (RTP # 1062) be moved to 2000-2005. However, funding for completion of the project by 2002 is unlikely, because it is included in the 2000 to 2003 MTIP for preliminary engineering but not construction.

Comment 116: The RTP public comment period should be extend to end February 1, 2000. The Milwaukie Traffic Safety Board wants to review and comment on the RTP at their January 2000 meeting (Julie Wisner, 12/16/99)

TPAC Recommendation on Comment 116: Metro Council’s action after the December 16, 1999 public hearing was to adopt the RTP by Resolution. The RTP will go before the Metro Council for adoption by Ordinance in July 2000, so there will be additional opportunities for public comment.

Comment 117: Add a new objective to Policy 19.0 (Transportation Demand Management) to recognize that other market-based pricing strategies should be investigated in addition to strategies identified in Policy 19.1 (Parking Management) and 19.2 (Peak Period Pricing).

“h. Objective: Investigate the use of policies that accurately reflect the full costs of transportation to encourage more efficient use of resources.”

(Oregon Environmental Council, 12/10/99)

TPAC Recommendation on Comment 117: Amend page 1-55 to add the following language, “h. Objective: Investigate the use of market-based strategies that reflect the full costs of transportation to encourage more efficient use of resources.”

Comment 118: The RTP should direct Tri-Met, SMART and C-Tran to develop programs that reach out and build ridership among youth, elderly and disabled populations. (Multnomah County, 12/8/99)

TPAC Recommendation on Comment 118: Agree, amend as follows:

1.3.3 Equal Access and Safety; Policy 5.0 Barrier-Free Transportation

• Objective: Develop outreach programs that encourage and support ridership among youth, elderly and disabled population
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Correction to Exhibit “A” to Resolution No. 00-2888

Comment 82: Concerned that transit service is not proposed for the Highway 213 corridor. (City of Oregon City, 12/2/99)

TPAC Recommendation on Comment 82: No change to the proposed transit system is recommended, although this does not preclude Tri-Met from providing local transit service on this facility. At this time, however, there are no land uses to serve along Highway 213, between I-205 and Beavercreek Road. The hilltop area near Beavercreek Road, including Clackamas Community College, is served by a regional bus route and community bus service that connects this area to the Oregon City transit center. When rail transit or rapid bus service is extended to Oregon City, a study of how to reorient the bus feeder network may consider service on Highway 213 to connect the hilltop area directly to a transit station north of Oregon City. To clarify this possibility, the following revision is proposed to the Highway 213 findings on page 3-55 of the draft 1999 RTP:

"The I-205/Highway 213 interchange and Highway 213 south of Oregon City are expected to experience congestion during the evening two-hour peak despite capacity and intersection improvements from I-205 to Washington Street and Leland Road. Expanded transit service is not currently proposed for this corridor, but will be considered in the future in conjunction with rail transit or rapid bus service. New facilities parallel to Highway 213 would also be difficult to construct due to topographic and environmental constraints."

Further study of the suitability of the Beavercreek urban reserves are also recommended in section 3. 4.5 of the draft RTP. Transit service on Highway 213 could be studied as a part of that analysis and amendments made to the RTP, if appropriate.
Staff Report

IN CONSIDERATION OF RESOLUTION NO. 00-2892, FOR THE PURPOSE OF APPROVING PORTLAND REGIONAL FEDERAL TRANSPORTATION PRIORITIES

January 11, 2000 Presented by: Councilor Monroe

Purpose

Resolution No. 00-2892 would approve a position paper entitled "Portland Regional Federal Transportation Priorities" for submittal to the Oregon Congressional delegation.

Background

Metro annually produces a position paper that outlines the views of the agency and its regional partners concerning transportation planning, regulatory and funding issues that are likely to be considered by Congress during the coming year. Historically, the paper has been reviewed by JPACT and the council's Transportation Planning Committee prior to being delivered to the Congressional delegation by Metro elected officials in February or March.

This year, the Council is acting to become more directly involved in the development and pursuit of the agency's federal and state legislative agendas. As result, the Presiding Officer has directed that the federal transportation priorities position paper be formally adopted by the full Council as a resolution.

The proposed position paper addresses several critical regional transportation issues. The south/north corridor is divided into its two segments: Interstate Max and the South Corridor. The paper identifies potential funding sources and requests support from the delegation to obtain specified amounts from these sources. Needed regulatory approvals also are identified. Support also is solicited for new starts funding related to the Washington County Commuter Rail Project.

Oregon and Washington are working to develop a cooperative strategy to address the transportation needs in the I-5 trade corridor. The paper outlines the federal funding needs and sources for continuing this work and requests support for obtaining these funds. Other interstate issues include Columbia River channel deepening and high speed rail.

Other issues and funding needs addressed in the paper include: 1) extending the Central City streetcar system into the north Macadam area, 2) Willamette River bridge funding, 3) reauthorization of the Federal Aviation Administration as it relates to the use of passenger facility charges for the Airport MAX, 4) construction of an Amtrak station in Clackamas County and 5) community revitalization work related to the Interstate MAX line.

Budget Impact

Metro is involved in planning related to several of the projects included in the priorities paper and must approve many of the requested funding allocations. Failure to obtain funding for one or more of the projects could affect the FY 00-01 Transportation Planning department budget.
BEFORE THE METRO COUNCIL

FOR THE PURPOSE OF APPROVING ) RESOLUTION NO. 00-2892
PORTLAND REGIONAL FEDERAL ) INTRODUCED BY COUNCILOR
TRANSPORTATION PRIORITIES  ) ROD MONROE

WHEREAS, the Metro Council desires to exercise greater involvement in the development of state and federal legislative agendas, and

WHEREAS, the Portland metropolitan region relies heavily on various federal funding sources to adequately plan for, and develop the region's transportation infrastructure, and

WHEREAS, Metro must comply with a wide variety of federal requirements related to transportation planning and project funding, and

WHEREAS, Metro has annually developed a listing of federal transportation funding and regulatory priorities for submittal to the Oregon Congressional delegation, and

WHEREAS, JPACT has approved Exhibit A to this resolution, entitled "Portland Regional Federal Transportation Priorities", therefore

BE IT RESOLVED,

The Metro Council approves Exhibit A of this resolution, entitled "Portland Regional Federal Transportation Priorities" and directs that it be submitted to the Oregon Congressional delegation.

ADOPTED by the Metro Council this ________day of ________ 2000

______________________________
David Bragdon, Presiding Officer
Date: January 6, 2000
To: JPACT
From: Jon Kvistad, Chair
Subject: Year 2000 Federal Priorities

Attached for your consideration is my recommendation on “Federal Transportation Priorities” to be submitted to the Oregon Congressional delegation. These priorities are proposed in the context of the FFY 2001 Appropriations Bill and in anticipation of reauthorization of TEA-21 starting in FFY 2004.
January 11, 2000

To: Jon Kvistad  
    JPACT Chair  
    Via FAX: 590-3283

From: Bill Kennemer  
    Chair, Clackamas County Commission

Re: Federal Priorities Position Paper

Jon, I am requesting that you defer any JPACT discussion and or action on the Draft #4 Portland Regional Federal Transportation Priorities Position Paper until the February JPACT meeting. Clackamas County cannot support the Position paper as currently written.

In keeping with our regional priorities, as recently reconfirmed by JPACT and in your November 18, 1999 letter to our congressional delegation, “It is JPACT’s position that the South/North Corridor, including federal funding approval for IMAX, is the region’s highest priority.”

As you know and at your direction, the draft position paper that was distributed to JPACT members does not contain language that was recommended by TPAC at their January 4th, meeting.

TPAC recommended that the third bullet under Commuter Rail on page 2 read “After completion of environmental studies, seek federal funds for the Commuter Rail. The region will consider seeking New Start Funds of $25 million depending on the status of funding for IMAX and the South Corridor Transit Project.”

I understand that TPAC had an extensive discussion of this issue and that the vote was 5 to 3 in favor of adding it. We established a staff advisory committee (TPAC) for a purpose. The proper process would bring the language as recommended by TPAC forward. If you or any other member of JPACT disagree with a TPAC recommendation the appropriate way to deal with it would be at the JPACT meeting.

This region has had a process that has served us well for many years. It has allowed us to debate, reach consensus and accomplish much. This process must be respected and followed if we are all to be able to work together regionally in the future. I am afraid that your action has served to undermine that process.
Jon, I want you to know that this is a regional issue and not simply a "difference of opinion between Washington County and Clackamas County" as your note states. Clearly the region has more work to do in developing better understanding and language that we can all support.

I trust a one-month delay will give all of us more time to reach such an agreement and restore the integrity of the regional process.

Cc: JPACT Members
Date: January 12, 2000

To: JPACT

From: Jon Kvistad, Chair
Andy Cotugno, Transportation Director

Re: Federal Priorities Position Paper

At their January 4th meeting, TPAC recommended the following to the Federal Priorities Position Paper, under the third bullet for Commuter Rail: “After completion of environmental studies, seek federal funds for the Commuter Rail. The region will consider seeking New Start Funds of $25 million depending on the status of funding for IMAX and the South Corridor Transit Project.”
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DRAFT #4
Portland Regional Federal Transportation Priorities

1. THE SOUTH/NORTH CORRIDOR is the region's top priority. The immediate priority for federal approval and funding is Interstate MAX to the north which is the first segment of the South/North corridor. The second segment is a bus improvement program in the South Corridor.

A. INTERSTATE MAX: The region will expedite Segment #1, the construction of Interstate MAX from the Rose Garden to the Expo Center. Local approvals and funding commitments are in place, the Final EIS has been approved and a Record-of-Decision by the Federal Transit Administration is pending. Federal funding actions are anticipated as follows:

- Upon approval of the Record-of-Decision, FTA approval of a Full Funding Grant Agreement will be sought. Approval by the House and Senate "Authorizing" Committees is an essential step in this process.

- The project is seeking an authorization of $257.5 million in Section 5309 "New Start" funds in the Full-Funding Grant Agreement.

- The first year appropriation of $66 million to Interstate MAX in the FY 2001 appropriations bill is essential to ensure the project starts construction on schedule. Future appropriations are anticipated to complete the project at $70 million in FFY 2002 and 2003 and $51.5 million in FFY 2004. If appropriations do not keep pace with this schedule, the consequence is a higher interest cost to the region due to increased borrowing. If appropriations are dramatically short of this schedule (i.e., half or less of the annual funding need), the interest cost implication to the region would likely jeopardize the project.

B. SOUTH CORRIDOR: The region will pursue Segment #2, the South Corridor Project, as follows:

- Beginning with the FY 2001 federal transit appropriations bill, seek $2-$5 million per year of Section 5309 "Bus" funding by working with the Oregon transit community to establish a statewide bus appropriations request which produces this amount of funding for South Corridor improvements.

- Program these funds for transit projects that can be constructed on a stand-alone basis, such as transit centers and park-and-rides, until such time as an overall corridor improvement is approved by the Region and the FTA and a Letter of No Prejudice (LONP) can be secured.

- Fund Preliminary Engineering and environmental studies aimed at securing FTA approval of an overall corridor improvement from discretionary appropriation and available regional funds.

- At the completion of environmental studies, seek a Letter of No Prejudice (LONP) from FTA for the corridor improvement program.

- After completion of environmental studies, seek federal funds for the South Corridor Improvement Program. Pursue federal authorization as the region's top transportation priority of the overall corridor improvement program in the next authorization bill (starting FFY 2004) from Federal Transit "New Starts," Federal Transit "Bus," and/or Federal Highway "Demo" funds.
• While seeking federal funds, use local funds committed to the South Corridor program by Tri-Met and Clackamas County to construct elements of the overall corridor improvement and have such funds apply as local match, under the Letter of No Prejudice, to any federal dollars which are secured.

2. COMMUTER RAIL: The region will pursue the Washington County Commuter Rail Project as follows:

• Seek $1,000,000 in New Starts preliminary engineering funds for Commuter Rail in the FY 2001 transit appropriations bill from the eight percent set aside for alternative analysis and preliminary engineering.

• At the completion of planning and environmental studies, seek FTA approval of the Commuter Rail Project.

• After completion of environmental studies, seek federal funds for the Commuter Rail. The region will consider seeking New Start Funds of $25 million.

3. I-5 TRADE CORRIDOR: The Bi-State Region is developing a strategy for the I-5 Corridor from I-84 in central Portland to I-205 in Clark County under the FHWA “Borders and Corridors” program as follows:

• The region, through ODOT and WSDOT, was successful in securing a “Borders and Corridors” grant to define an I-5 Trade Corridor improvement strategy. Phase 1, to define a strategic direction, is nearly complete. The grant will allow Phase 2 to define the corridor improvement program and financing strategy and provide the basis for funding phases of improvement through the “Borders and Corridors” program.

• The region will pursue funding for incremental phases of the I-5 Trade Corridor improvement program in FFY 2001, 2002 and 2003 appropriation for selected stand-alone improvements as the Trade Corridor Study continues its Phase II activities, within the context of the multi-modal strategy accepted in Phase I.

• It is anticipated that authorization of the overall improvement strategy will be sought through the next authorization bill, expected to be adopted by 2003 for the period FFY 2004-2009. Specific funding could be committed to this improvement program from the “Borders and Corridors” program, the Highway “Demo” program and/or the Federal transit programs.

• Associated with the I-5 freeway corridor may be improvements needed to the railroad bridge across the Columbia River. It has capacity limitations that constrain the ability of the two railroad companies to expand traffic, add rail spurns into the West Hayden Island area and accommodate added High Speed Rail service from Eugene to Seattle and Vancouver, B.C. In addition, the location of the railroad lift-span causes a high frequency of lifts on the I-5 Columbia River Bridge. The scope of needed improvements is still being determined and could involve a public-private partnership with the railroad companies. Authorization of federal funds may be sought through the Water Resources Development Act and/or as a Highway “Demo” project in the next reauthorization of TEA-21.
In addition, improvements throughout the Columbia Corridor to improve truck access may be appropriate to earmark in the reauthorization of TEA-21 as Highway “Demo” projects. The Port of Portland may be requesting partial funding for the West Hayden Island bridge connection to Rivergate to access this marine terminal expansion.

4. COLUMBIA RIVER CHANNEL DEEPENING: In 1999, Congress authorized the deepening of the Columbia River Channel to 43 feet and the Corps of Engineers completed a Final EIS on the project. A Record-of-Decision has been approved subject to including mitigation actions in the project to address the endangered species listing for salmonids in the Columbia River. FFY 2001 will be the initial year of appropriation from the Water Resources Development Act to allow the project to begin construction.

5. WILLAMETTE RIVER BRIDGE FUNDING: Multnomah County is implementing a $200 million, 20-year rehabilitation program for the Willamette River Bridges. To date, Federal Highway Bridge funds, STP funds, CMAQ funds and Highway “Demo” funds have been committed to this program. Pending an increase in state and/or local funds to provide the local match, earmarking in the next reauthorization of TEA-21 will be sought from either Highway “Demo” funds or Bridge “Discretionary” funds.

6. FAA REAUTHORIZATION: Congress has repeatedly attempted to adopt a reauthorization of the Federal Aviation Act but has only adopted short-term extensions of the existing act due to contentious issues. One of these issues is the eligibility of aviation funds (both federal and local) to be used on ground access projects. Since Airport MAX is already under construction and is partially funded with Portland International Airport “Passenger Facility Charges” (PFCs), it is essential that this source not be precluded by a change in the FAA Act.

7. AMTRAK SOUTH STATION: Clackamas County, in cooperation with ODOT and Amtrak, is now going through a process of siting a new Amtrak station in the south portion of the Metro region to compliment existing stations in downtown Portland and Vancouver, Washington. This station is part of an incremental strategy to upgrade high-speed rail service between Eugene, Portland, Seattle and Vancouver, B.C. The overall project will entail construction of a 1500-foot-long platform, a small station structure, lighting and adjacent parking for a total of $750,000 to $1,000,000. The region will be seeking capital funding through Amtrak and will seek the support of the Congressional delegation in this endeavor.

8. INTERSTATE MAX REVITALIZATION PROGRAM (TCSP): Metro, the City of Portland and TriMet are working to develop a revitalization plan for Interstate Avenue in conjunction with Interstate MAX. Associated with that is consideration by the City of Portland of establishing an urban renewal district to provide a portion of the funding towards both the light rail and redevelopment. Under the FHWA Transportation and Community and System Preservation (TCSP) Pilot Program, funding could be provided to accelerate this redevelopment program. It is expected that the urban renewal district will not provide sufficient funds to meet all the needs in the corridor and will not generate much revenue in the early years. As such, TCSP funds could be used to initiate several redevelopment projects, thereby serving as a catalyst for further redevelopment. As this creates new private investment, tax increment financing resulting from this investment will provide the funding for further redevelopment projects in the future and help establish the cash-flow for the funding contribution toward the light rail construction itself. Funding would be used for such activities as land acquisition and public street and pedestrian improvements that facilitate specific redevelopment projects. Metro will be submitting an application through the FHWA solicitation process for FFY 2001 funding and will seek Congressional support for this endeavor.
9. **HIGH SPEED RAIL:** Passenger Rail Service is an important component of the state's transportation system. As one of eight designated high-speed rail corridors in the nation, the Pacific Northwest Passenger Rail Corridor is eligible for federal funding. Recent appropriation bills have earmarked Section 1103 funds for rail/highway crossings and other capital improvements in these corridors. The region supports efforts to secure further appropriations of this funding for improvements in the Pacific Northwest Corridor.

10. **INTELLIGENT TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM:** The region is supporting a single $6.5 million "State of Oregon" earmark for the following ITS initiatives:

   - **TransPort** – The TransPort project is a multi-agency project in the Portland region that is integrating each agency's transportation system into a regional system to enhance traffic and transit management and traveler information.
   - **Commercial Vehicle Information Systems and Networks (CVISN)** – ODOT is implementing electronic credentialing and permitting for commercial vehicles.
   - **California-Oregon Advanced Transportation Systems (COATS)** – This rural ITS project is applying ITS technology to rural issues in a bi-state area covering Southern Oregon and Northern California.
   - **Transit Trip Planning** – This project will begin integrating transit information from Oregon transit providers into a statewide transit trip planning system.

11. **CENTRAL CITY STREETCAR:** The 130-acre North Macadam District is the last major undeveloped area within the City of Portland's core. This largely unimproved area presents a unique opportunity to create a new neighborhood that will attract and accommodate jobs and housing in the Central City, furthering efforts to preserve our region's natural and agricultural resources. To take advantage of the opportunity presented, challenges to development posed by poor transportation access and circulation, inadequate infrastructure, and areas of soil contamination must be responded to and overcome.

    The extension of the Central City Streetcar into this district is critical to provide the necessary transit service to accommodate the 8,500 to 10,000 jobs and 1,500 to 3,000 housing units expected to develop during the next 20 years. This 1 1/4-mile extension is from Portland State University where the ongoing streetcar project terminates into the North Macadam District. It is estimated to cost $45 million, including rolling stock. Tax Increment Financing and private contributions through a Local Improvement District are identified to provide $37.5 million leaving $7.5 million as yet unfunded. Although this project is not intended to compete for FTA "New Starts" funding, it could qualify for other DOT, EPA or HUD categories.

12. **STARK STREET BOULEVARD (181 - 197th):** Congress authorized $1 million in TEA-21 "High Priority" funds for pedestrian improvements that support Gresham's revitalization of the Rockwood Town Center with transit-oriented development and access. The project retrofits a dangerous, auto-dominated arterial into a boulevard that safely accommodates pedestrians, bicyclists, and transit users. The project links the central commercial area with area employers and services, as well as three heavily used MAX stations. The TEA-21 funds provide full project design, but only fund construction from 181st to 190th. Additional funds of up to $2 million are needed to build the full project to 197th and address the massive, hazardous intersection of Stark/Burnside/MAX. Under the FHWA Transportation and Community and...
System Preservation (TCSP) Pilot Program, supplemental funding could be provided to complete the entire project within two years. Gresham anticipates applying for these funds through the FHWA solicitation process and will seek the support of the delegation.

13. **TEA-21 Technical corrections:** Congress may reopen TEA-21 to make technical corrections. If so, this is both an opportunity to advance some issues of interest to the Portland region or a risk that we lose ground on changes not in our interest. If a reopening does occur, it is important to pay attention to the following issues:

- Most provisions of TEA-21 are very positive to the Portland region and are important to preserve in the event of a reopening. In particular, changes in the funding formulas adopted in TEA-21 are generally favorable to Oregon and we would be concerned about actions that shift funding away from Oregon. In addition, provisions dealing with funding flexibility and the role of the metropolitan planning organization are important to maintain.

- When TEA-21 was adopted, 10 original states, including Oregon, that set up State Infrastructure Banks under ISTEA were prohibited from capitalizing the bank with any further federal funds. Conversely, four new states were given the right to set up and capitalize infrastructure banks. Language allowing the original 10 State Infrastructure Banks to continue to capitalize the banks with federal funds would be helpful.

- During the TEA-21 debates and again with the FFY 2000 Appropriations Bill, various forms of minimum and/or maximum transit funding appropriations were considered. Either a minimum guarantee or a maximum cap would be detrimental to the ability of the Portland region to receive appropriations for Interstate MAX.

- TEA-21 included establishment of “firewalls” between transportation appropriations and other aspects of the federal budget. In upcoming years, as receipts to the federal Highway and Transit Trust Funds grow, it is important to maintain these firewalls.
January 12, 2000

Jon Kvistad, JPACT Chair
Metro Regional Headquarters
600 NE Grand Ave.
Portland, OR 97232

Re: Federal Transportation Priorities

Dear Chair Kvistad:

The Washington County Coordinating Committee (WCCC) met on January 10th and unanimously endorsed the Washington County Commuter Rail project as a high regional priority for federal funding. In light of traffic projections from the developing Regional Transportation Plan, the Commuter Rail project will be a critical option for travelers in the heavily congested I-5/Hwy. 217 corridor.

The WCCC agrees that Interstate MAX should be the region's top priority for federal transit funding. The Commuter Rail project has gained considerable support and momentum over the past year. Placing a higher regional priority on the South Corridor project, which is not yet clearly defined, could reduce momentum for Commuter Rail and delay completion of this important project. The WCCC believes that the region has a chance to obtain federal funding for both the Commuter Rail and South Corridor projects, however this opportunity should not be jeopardized by any federal funding priority statement that prioritizes one project higher than the other.

We recommend to our County Commission and JPACT representatives that they oppose any regional federal funding proposal which doesn't assure commuter rail as a top regional priority for federal funding.

Thank you for the opportunity to comment, and we look forward to continuing to work with you on important regional issues.

Sincerely,

Roy Rogers, Chair
Washington County Coordinating Committee

cc: Kay Walker, City of Cornelius
    Jim Frost, City of Hillsboro
    Dean Gibbs, City of Durham
    Ione Pilate, City of Banks
    Augustin P. Duenas, City of Tigard
    Rob Drake, City of Beaverton

    Bruce Barton, City of Wilsonville
    Hank Drexel, City of North Plains
    Lou Ogden, City of Tualatin
    Richard F. Kidd, City of Forest Grove
    Tony Weller, City of Tualatin
January 12, 2000

JPACT
C/o Chair, John Kvistad
Metro Regional Center
600 NE Grand Avenue
Portland, OR 97232-2736

JPACT Members:

On Tuesday, January 11, 2000, the Board of County Commissioners met to discuss the proposed Federal Priority Position paper that JPACT will consider on Thursday.

The Board of Commissioners believes the paper, as recommended by TPAC, will have an adverse effect on the Washington County Commuter Rail Project. Based on our concerns for Commuter Rail, the Board has directed our JPACT representative, Commissioner Rogers, not to support the Federal Priority Position paper as proposed by TPAC.

The position paper, draft number four, which is included in the JPACT packet, dated January 6, 2000 from Chair John Kvistad, contains language related to the Commuter Rail that is supported by Washington County.

Since there appears to be significant disagreement between the TPAC and Chair Kvistad’s language, Washington County would support a delay in action by JPACT on this item for 30 days.

If you have any questions concerning the County’s position on this or need additional information, I can be reached at 846-8681.

Sincerely,

Tom Brian
Chairman

Cc: Board of County Commissioners
    Charlie Cameron
    John Rosenberger
    Dennis Mulvihill
January 12, 2000

Jon Kvistad, Chair
and Metro JPACT Members
600 NE Grand Avenue
Portland, OR 97232


Dear Chair Kvistad and JPACT Members:

This letter concerns Hillsboro’s RTP comments regarding the Metro 2020 population, household and employment forecasts which underlie both the timing and extent of planned improvements to the regional transportation network prescribed in the RTP. These forecasts significantly underestimate Hillsboro’s current and projected growth rate and amount of future growth. For example, the 1999 PSU estimates of current population reveal that the population (roughly 70,000 people) forecasted by Metro to be here around the year 2017 already exists in our City. We bring this issue to your attention again. We understand that it probably applies to other jurisdictions besides the City of Hillsboro.

We are working with Washington County to update our respective TSPs consistent with the RTP. Accordingly, a City consultant prepared year 2020 population, employment and housing need forecasts for Hillsboro. His forecasts and our own GIS land absorption data indicate that the Metro 2017/2020 population forecasts for Hillsboro will be achieved by at least 2003-5 or maybe sooner. This means that the implementation timing of improvements prescribed by the RTP for much later within its 20-year plan horizon must be pushed forward to occur within approximately the next 5 years. The RTP needs a provision that acknowledges this important matter.

On January 6, 2000, we discussed this matter at a meeting among Metro, Washington County, Tri-Met and Hillsboro staff. The group concluded that Hillsboro should inform TPAC and JPACT of this issue. It also concluded that, in order not to disrupt the RTP adoption process but still have the RTP address this issue, language should be added to Chapter 6: Implementation of the RTP. Such language would commit Metro to revisit the 2020 population and employment forecasts in response to new and reliable forecast data generated at the local level at any time prior to, or during a 3 to 5 year RTP review cycle. Such local forecasts would be reviewed by TPAC and JPACT for possible RTP incorporation.

At this time, we respectfully ask that a placeholder be put into the RTP for this language that will be prepared for TPAC and JPACT consideration in February. As suggested by the group, we will work with other interested jurisdictions to prepare the needed RTP language in the next few weeks.

Sincerely,

Winslow C. Brooks
Planning Director

Copy: Washington County Coordinating Committee (WCCC)
Washington County Planning Directors

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER PRINTED ON RECYCLED PAPER
III. Population and Dwelling Unit Projections/ SB122 and South Hillsboro

In addition to forecasts for the current boundaries of the City of Hillsboro, projections were produced assuming the addition of properties within the current UGB and currently in Washington County, as well as land contained in the South Hillsboro planning area. The following matrix summarizes the results of these forecasts:

Table 3: Summary of Population Projections

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>2005</th>
<th>2010</th>
<th>2015</th>
<th>2020</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Baseline Forecast</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City of Hillsboro</td>
<td>112,982</td>
<td>145,583</td>
<td>172,782</td>
<td>193,301</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City of Hillsboro + SB122</td>
<td>153,500</td>
<td>191,837</td>
<td>216,163</td>
<td>229,911</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City of Hillsboro + SB122 + South Hillsboro</td>
<td>153,500</td>
<td>196,797</td>
<td>231,396</td>
<td>256,317</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Five-Year Trend</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City of Hillsboro</td>
<td>130,640</td>
<td>214,143</td>
<td>351,020</td>
<td>575,385</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City of Hillsboro + SB122</td>
<td>177,491</td>
<td>290,940</td>
<td>476,904</td>
<td>781,733</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City of Hillsboro + SB122 + South Hillsboro</td>
<td>177,491</td>
<td>290,940</td>
<td>476,904</td>
<td>781,733</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Twenty-Year Trend</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City of Hillsboro</td>
<td>97,969</td>
<td>126,346</td>
<td>162,941</td>
<td>210,137</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City of Hillsboro + SB122</td>
<td>133,103</td>
<td>171,656</td>
<td>221,376</td>
<td>285,497</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City of Hillsboro + SB122 + South Hillsboro</td>
<td>133,103</td>
<td>171,656</td>
<td>221,376</td>
<td>285,497</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Constrained Growth</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City of Hillsboro</td>
<td>92,925</td>
<td>95,660</td>
<td>98,347</td>
<td>100,915</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City of Hillsboro + SB122</td>
<td>116,632</td>
<td>118,957</td>
<td>121,219</td>
<td>123,363</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City of Hillsboro + SB122 + South Hillsboro</td>
<td>133,245</td>
<td>138,047</td>
<td>142,795</td>
<td>147,358</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The projection scenarios modeled are the same as those used in the City of Hillsboro forecasts. The baseline forecast anticipates 2020 population levels of just under 230,000 persons in the City of Hillsboro and the SB122 properties, while anticipating over 256,000 persons when the South Hillsboro property is included. The constrained growth scenario anticipates that growth will be limited by the area’s physical ability to accommodate projected demand for housing.

Population projections were converted to dwelling unit forecasts using an assumed household size of 2.7 persons per household. The following table summarizes our dwelling unit forecast:
### Table 4: Summary of Dwelling Unit Projections

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>2005</th>
<th>2010</th>
<th>2015</th>
<th>2020</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Baseline Forecast</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City of Hillsboro</td>
<td>45,228</td>
<td>57,303</td>
<td>67,376</td>
<td>74,976</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City of Hillsboro + SB122</td>
<td>55,528</td>
<td>69,726</td>
<td>78,736</td>
<td>83,828</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City of Hillsboro + SB122 + South Hillsboro</td>
<td>55,528</td>
<td>71,563</td>
<td>84,378</td>
<td>93,608</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Five-Year Trend</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City of Hillsboro</td>
<td>54,507</td>
<td>89,347</td>
<td>146,455</td>
<td>240,067</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City of Hillsboro + SB122</td>
<td>63,341</td>
<td>103,828</td>
<td>170,193</td>
<td>278,978</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City of Hillsboro + SB122 + South Hillsboro</td>
<td>63,341</td>
<td>103,828</td>
<td>170,193</td>
<td>278,978</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Twenty-Year Trend</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City of Hillsboro</td>
<td>40,876</td>
<td>52,715</td>
<td>67,984</td>
<td>87,675</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City of Hillsboro + SB122</td>
<td>47,501</td>
<td>61,259</td>
<td>79,003</td>
<td>101,886</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City of Hillsboro + SB122 + South Hillsboro</td>
<td>47,501</td>
<td>61,259</td>
<td>79,003</td>
<td>101,886</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Constrained Growth</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City of Hillsboro</td>
<td>37,800</td>
<td>38,813</td>
<td>39,808</td>
<td>40,759</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City of Hillsboro + SB122</td>
<td>41,873</td>
<td>42,734</td>
<td>43,572</td>
<td>44,366</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City of Hillsboro + SB122 + South Hillsboro</td>
<td>48,026</td>
<td>49,804</td>
<td>51,563</td>
<td>53,253</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The dwelling unit forecasts follow the same pattern as the population projections.

### IV. Employment Projections

Employment projections to the year 2020 in the area were also produced. Employment is a key determinant of housing demand, as proximity to employment is consistently found to be among the most significant factors in housing preference. The Hillsboro area, most notably the Sunset Corridor, has emerged as one of the Region’s primary employment concentrations. Rapid growth in local employment opportunities has fueled much of the robust housing demand in the area. The following is a summary of our employment estimates, using geographic definitions consistent to those used in the population and dwelling unit forecasts:

### Table 5: Summary of Employment Forecasts

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>2005</th>
<th>2010</th>
<th>2015</th>
<th>2020</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Baseline Forecast</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City of Hillsboro</td>
<td>101,301</td>
<td>121,862</td>
<td>135,293</td>
<td>147,552</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City of Hillsboro + SB122</td>
<td>147,741</td>
<td>181,609</td>
<td>205,934</td>
<td>229,911</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City of Hillsboro + SB122 + South Hillsboro</td>
<td>159,068</td>
<td>202,455</td>
<td>230,656</td>
<td>256,317</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
EXHIBIT 1.01

HISTORIC AND PROJECTED POPULATION AND DWELLING UNIT DEMAND COMPARISON OF ALTERNATIVE METHODOLOGIES
CITY OF HILLSBORO

**POPULATION**

- Historical
- Baseline Forecast
- 20-Year Avg. Growth Rate
- 5 Year Average Growth Rate
- Constrained Forecast

**DWELLING UNITS**

- Historical
- Baseline Forecast
- 20-Year Avg. Growth Rate
- 5 Year Average Growth Rate
- Constrained Forecast

SOURCE: Portland State University and Hobson Johnson & Associates